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SCOPE AND DESCRIPTION 

ADVANCED MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY SERIES is published in response to 
recent technical chanies across virtually all high technology fields today. posed by the 
arrival of a generic and enabling technology, ramely advanced materials and its accelerating 
assimilation and deployment. The materials sector has emerged as a science-based. knowl
edge-intensive high technology area with serious repercussions for technical change. com
petitiveness, growth, employment. trade patterns, location of manufacturing activities and 
the global division of labour. Technical change across virtually all present day high 
technology fields depends critically on advances in materials. Moreover, new materials 
development is an essential part of attempts to resolve the pressing environmental problems 
in mining. metallurgy, manufacturing and the global eco-system. The mastery and control of 
advanced materials technologies will lead to ciominance in several high technology fields 
and major segments of manufacturing into the next century. 

ADVANCED MATERIALS TECHNOWGY SERIES is focused on the interest of 
policy makers in government departments. senior managers in industry and scientists who 
deal with materials issues and will assist them to identify the functions new and advanced 
materials have in industrial and economic competitiveness, and in formulating their strate
gies for the materials sector in their countries· industries. 

ADVANCED MATERIALS TECHNOWGY SERIES aims at encouraging the devel
opment of strategic orientation and business strategies in basic materials producing indus
tries by providing a broad interdisciplinary platform for the presentation of new materials 
research, development and processing concepts and their increasing role in technological 
leadership and competitiveness. 

ADVANCED MATERIALS TECHNOWGY SERIES aims at covering the multidisci·· 
plinary nature of materials science and engineering and its transsectoral impact on major 
manufacturing industries in both developing and industrialized countries. 

TOPICS COVERED 

• Technical chan~e in th~ ? 990s and its dependence on materials science 
and engineering 

• Science, technology and industrial competitiveness 

• Industrial and technology policy 

• Materials processing and manufacturing engineering 

• Technological leadership and competitive advantage in the 1990s a!'ld in 
the next century 



INTRODUCTORY NOTE TO THE 
SERIES 

T he present series of studies contains several findings which are of critical importance to 
strategic planning by senior management and government officials in several industries 

in both the developed and developing or newly industrialising economies (NIEs)_ In fact the 
trends identified herein pose a serious question mark for the competitive survival of major 
segments of manufacturing and high technology industries, located within specific national 
boundaries, into the next century. The series therefore constitutes a serious warning1 to 
industry posed by the arrivol of a generic and enabling technology, namely advanced 
materials, and its accelerating assimilation and deployment by industry. Developing econo
mies must begin to offer a strategic response to the threat and opportunities afforded by the 
new technology to their traditional primary and manufacturing production and exports_ 

We are currently at the early but secure and irreversible stages of a remarkable and 
far-reaching materials revolution. The materials sector has emerged as a science-based, 
knowledge-intensive high technology area with serious repercussions for technical change, 
competitiveness, growth, employment, trade patterns, location of manufacturing activities 
and the global division oflabour. Moreover, new materials development is an essential part 
of attempts to resolve the pressing environmental problems in mining, metallurgy, manufac
turing and the global eco-system. 

Advances in computer-aided instrumentation, modelling, experimentation, charac
terisation, testing and measurement technologies have, since at least the early 1980s, led to a 
revolution in the scientific and engineering knowledge base of materials research. design, 
processing and fabrication. 

Materials scientists and engineers are now able to intervene at the electronic, atomic and 
molecular structure of matter, in order to both synthesise and process new materials 
possessing the desired microstructure and corresponding novel set of properties tailored for 
specific applications 

These breakthroughs in materials science and engineering (MSE) are having two conse
quences for the materials sector. Firstly, the new insights have permeated traditional and 
conventional materials leading to marked improvements in quality and processing technolo
gies. Secondly, the transformations under way have spawned proliferating clusters of 
high-performance, knowledge-intensive new and advanced materials such as advanced 
metals, electronic and structural ceramics, high temperature superconducting materials, 
advanced composite and laminate systems and engineering polymers. Many of the new and 
advanced materials are tailored for end use applications in complex engineering systems in 
high-tech activities such as aerospace, where perfonnance is more important than cost. 



Nevertheless, the gradual resolution of processing constraints to higher volume low cost 

output. intense competitive pressures in the market place and the stringent performance 
requirements across increasingly sophisticated user industries are combining to facilitate 
ever greater diffusion of such materials across manufacturing industries. This is because the 

incorporation of new materials. in the context of simultaneous manufactu1-e, into new 
products and processes confers several competitive advantages. These include higher 
performance characteristics. higher quality, and, opportunities for total system cost advan
tages in product design (or, redesign of an existing product), including manifold gains 
through the redesign of the manufacturing and assembly process. Many consumer goods, 
including cars, sporting goods (tennis rackets, golf clubs, bicycles, etc.) and industrial 

machinery are already incorporating advanced polymer matrix composites and advanced 
steels. Nearly half the new steels now used in cars were unavailable even six years ago. 

Technical change across virtually all high technology fields today critically depends or. 
advances in materials. For example. existing materials cannot meet the stringent technology 
requirements of the next generation electronic and photonic devices which necessitate even 
more highly advanced materials synthesis and processing technologies, novel instrumenta
tion and measurement techniques and theoretical understanding of the quantum mechanical 
level Consequently, funher technical progress in such fields as information a.11d communi
cations. surface transportation. aerospace, deep sea operations, energy conversion and 
conservation, hiocompatible materials, medical diagnostics, environmentally safe products 
and ··c1ean" technologies, biotechnology and the life sciences, is materials constrained. 

The mastery and control of advanced materials technologies will lead to dominance in 

several high technology fields and major segments of manufacturing into the next century. 
This view is best understood in Japan, at both the government and senior management level. 

Advanced materials programmes have been in place since the eariy 1980s in Japan. More 
recently advanced materials have been singled out as a national priority by Taiwan Province 

of Chine and the Republic of Korea as they shift to high technology by the year 2000. 

Brazil and India are also in the process of devising long run materials strategies. In the USA 
several commentators have identified advanced materials as the most important issue facing 
the economy in the 1990s. In response to the growing Japanese chat lenge in biotechnologies 
and advanced materials. the Bush Administration launched new initiatives in both fields in 
1992 The emphasis on high technology received funher impetus under the new Clinton 

Administration in 1993. Within Europe, the European Community (EC) has been pursuing 
the BRITFJEURAM programmes since the mid- I :J80s but doubts exist as to their effective

ness The aim has been to pursue an intensive and sustained community-wide research 

programme in industrial anl'. materials technologies in the context of providing the appro
priate framework which would induce the private sector to undertake market oriented 
research anrl development The Founh Framework Programme (1994-1998) shows a 
distinct commcrci:il orientation 

Today's MSE has emerged from its diverse scientific and engineering roots as multidiscipli-
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nary in nature and applicable across all classes of materials. 

Synthesis and processing capabilities have emerged as the crucial determinants of achieving 
international leadership in materials over the next decade. Moreover, the possession of a 
minimum critical mass of domestic materials synthesis and processing competenciPS 
facilitates the fast transfer of new materials inventions into technological and commercial 
application. 

The materials revolution is playing a determining role in the internal transformacon, 
restructuring, sb-ategic orientation and business strategies of firms in basic materials 
producing industries. 

Over the last twenty years many firms in traditional industries such as steel, aluminium, 
copper, petrochemicals, chemicals, glass and ceramics have been reducing their dependence 
on commodity materials production while moving towards !rnowledge-intensive, higher 
value-added specialties and diversifying into new and advanced materials. 

Traditional monomaterial chemical, metals and cer311lic firms are evolving towards large, 
materials multinational corporations (MNCs), have been engaging in cross-border strategic 
alliances and are r:haracterised by an emphasis on quality, flexibility, product differentiation 
and strong customer orientation. Getting close to the customer also involves the estab
lishment oflocal production facilities and/or R&D and technical support centres. 

Firms are beginning to acquire the necessary multidisciplinary and multimaterials compe
tencies through the building up of internal basic and applied R&D capabilities. This is 
supplemented by external cross-border acquisitions (of specialty firms for example), joint 
ventures, R&D alliances, licensing agreements and technology networking and alliances. 

Materials markets have been transformed in the l 990s. Markets are segmented by perform
ance requirements and materials producers rnust provide a flexible and fast response to 
differentiated and ever increasing performance needs of end users. Successful firms must be 
able to off er complex engineering systems design tailored to customers needs. 

Forces from the side of science, technology and new market conditions are acting so as to 
integrate materials producers and users in industry. The 1990s will witness an ever closer 
integration, indeed fusion, between the materials producing industries and the manufactur
ing sector 

The restructuring of basic industries is closely related to, and forms an integral part of the 
transformations under way in the manufacturing industry. 

Firms must increasingly compete in a business environment characterised by globalisation 
of markets and production, and intensification of competition, faster product renewal, the 
emergence of quality and innovative design on par with price as determinants of consumer 
choice. the fragmentation of demand patterns, an increasing need to get closer to the 
customer. and the need for a flexible and fast response to market demand. Firms are 
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responding by employing a range of new organisational tools (just in time (JIT). total 
quality management (TQM). total production management (TPM)) and microelectronics 
based automation technologies. 

Design engineering has now been elevated to centre stage amongst business functions in 
today's market place. But more than this. the concept of concurrent engineering (or. 
simultaneous manufacture) has now emerged as the critical component in world class 
manufacturing. Here. R&D. and product and manufacturing design engineering are con
ducted in an integrated and simultaneous manner. together with inputs from marketing. 
accounting and suppliers. 

Our analysis points to the important fact that new materials necessitate the redesign of both 
product and as~iated manufacturing process. In fact the materials, product and manufac
turing 'Jrocess design must be done simultaneously. Therefore, far from being a passive 
elemen< in a materials selection process, new materials mandate the adoption of simultane
ous manufacture across industry and further reinforce the collaborative tendencies between 
materials suppliers and users. Further, the role of suppliers and equipment makers will 
become far more important in the 1990s and beyond. 

The utilisation of new and advanced materials in the context of simultaneous manufacture is 
poised to provide the next major source of competitive advantage in world class manufac
turing from the 1990s onwards. 

The first study gives a clear understanding of interrelationships between advanced materi
als. technological leadership, competitive advantage and the challenge of the 1990s. Both 
governments and industry should have a very clear understanding of the role materials 
techno'()?Y plays for a sustained competitive advantage and growth in the long run, and of 
the ri~ing importance of advanced materials in the process of industrial restructuring. 

The ensuing !;tudies examine the origins, essential characteristics and consequences of the 

revolution in the science and engineering knowledge ba~e of materials. They highlight the 
role of new materials developments in the context of the deep-rooted changes underway in 
the manufacturing industry. The studies look at emerging business strategies, which derive 
from on the one hand, the revolution in materials science and engineering, and on the other, 
the new manufacturing era. Clearly, strategic planning in the field of materials production 
and use must address itself to the competitive pressures of the new manufacturing era. 

Having identified the broad trends underway in materials related industries, we then 
examine the central features, mechanisms anL~ fonns of the adjusunent process in the 
economies of Japan, Malaysia, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Taiwan Province of 
C.:hina and Thailand. 
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-------------------------------·-- -

It is our hope that this series of studies will assist policy makers. industrialists and scientists 
who deal with materials issues, to identify the fum.-tions new and advanced materials have in 
industrial and economic competitiveness and in formulating their strategies for the materials 
sector sector in their countries' industries_ 

REFERENCE 
I. The current recession and the potential for a slide into greater protectionism and generalised depression 

by the major economies ought not to deflect attention from the importance of the scientific and 
technological trends identified herein for long run inoo\·atioll competiti,·cness and gro\\1h. No 
Japm:se company would discant R&D on fundamental core technologies deemed essential for long 
run growth. C\-en in the face of ad\"ersc market and profitability conditions in the short to medium run. 
The tariff reductions agreed at the To~·o G7 Summit in July 1993 and the resolution of the l.i.uguay 
Round of the GA TI talks in December 1993. opened up the possibili1y of higher rates of grou1h and 
trade expansion in the coming years. Am·anced materials. technological leadership. compctiti,·c 
adnntage and the challenge from !apan and South East Asia in the 1990s. 
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PREFACE 

Although much has been said about the role of materials science and engineering, which is 
considered to be multidisciplinary in its nature and transsectoral in its impact, in the 
economic development of a country a far more important issue has been evolving among 
senior managers - that of the critical and vitally important role new and advanced materials 
play in strategic planning for the competitive survival of major segments of manufacturing 
and high-technology industries into the next century. 

On the basis of a comparison of internationally important key technologies and the present 
status and development trend in the sector of materials and procesling technologies, it is 
already acknowledged throughout the world that materials technology, as the generic and 
key enabling technology, has significant and not inconsiderable importance as a basis for 
competitiveness in most industrial sectors. The further development and support of materi
als technology are so crucially important, precisely because very sizeable impetuses and 
spill-over effects on virtually all sectors of the processing industries result from them. 

In future, both the new and advanced materials md those with improved properties will play 
an essential role in the development of such advanced technologies as electrOl!ics, mecha
tronics, new energy, aerospace, etc. At the close of the twentieth century, materials 
engineering, of all the key technologies, is the one with the greatest degree of interlinkage 
with other engineering fields and with the highest degree of positive external effects. 
However, this means that the independent development of materials is not profitable enough 
and can only be considered economically promising when viewed in association with 
subsequent systems activities and advanced procei5sing methods. 

For this reason, any future programme for materials and systems innovation should concen
trate on foci in which the system's function depends to a great extent on the properties of the 
materials, and simultaneously assumes a key role in the competitive position of a country. 
For example, these include: 

• Energy engineering 

• Trans.,ortation design 

• Information and communication technology 

• Microelectronic systems 

• Optoelectronic systems 

• Medical engineering 

The technological impact of new materials on related industries will be very significant, and 
this is a very important point. Because of their central importance for the future develop-
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ment of many sectors. materials and processing technologies are viewed intemationaJly as 
being particularly future-oriented technology sectors. It is imperative to safeguard and 
develop :he position achieved in this broad-spectrum sector of technology to fully exploit 
the potential for differentiation in internationally important and attractive sectors and 
thereby permanently enhance the competitiveness of a country· s industty and companies in 
the world's markets. 

The developments in the materials field also have serious implications for all developing 
economies, despite the fact that many them depend on primary commodity exports for their 
foreign eJCchange earnings. The United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
(UNIDO), has therefore been especially active in this area in the last decade by promoting 
the rational use of new matf"rials and buildbg-up/strengthening technological capacity in 
developing countries in the area of materials design. 111anufacturing and application. 

One of the most important objectives of the UNIDO Programme on Technological Ad
vances is to increase awareness through monitoring and assessing trends in new and 
advanced materials, by identifying problems faced by developing countries at a very early 
stage, and where relevant, to advise on and promote necessary actions for their solution. 

As a part of this promotional programme, UNIDO has begun publishing a new series of 
studies entitled Advanced Mattrials Series, commissioned to monitor receret trends in 
maierials science and engineering and to emphasize the determining role thi•; discipline 
plays in the internal transformation, restructuring, strategic orientation and business strate
gies of the companies involved in basic materials producing industries 

The first study gives a clear understanding of interrelationships between advanced materi
als, technological leadership, competitive advantage and the challenge of the 1990s, for 
which we are indebted to Lakis C. Kaounides of the City University Business School, 
London (UK). Both governments and industry should have a very clear understanding of the 
role materials technology plays for a sustained competitive advantage and growth in the 
long run, and of the rising importance of advanced materials in the process of industrial 
restructuring. The new series will be addressed to policy makers, industrialists and scientists 
who have dealings with materials issues and will assist them to identify the f.:nctions new 
and advanced materials have in industrial and economic competitiveness and in formulating 
their strategies for the materia!s sector in their countires' industries. 

Investment and Technology Promotion Division 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
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ADVANCED MATERIALS, NEW 
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 

AND GLOBAL COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE IN THE 1990s 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The matirrials revolution: thir new manufacturing and the challenge to world 
industry in the 1990s 

I n this study we examine the main characteristics, trends and glotal industrial and 
economic ramifications of the development and diffusion of advanced materials tech

nologies. However, it would be wrong to focus merely on matters relating to the specifics of 
the technology per se Rather, a better understanding of the factors at work would need to 
incorporate the transformations under way in world industry and business. The analysis 
therefore brings together and integrates for the first time the scientific. technological ana 
new manufacturing conditions under which industry operates and competes in the 1990s. 
The insights and condusions so obtained therefore concern senior government officials and 
managers of public and private corporations and research institutes across the industrialised 
and industrialising world. 

World industry has been undergoing a fundamental restructuring over the last two decades. 
The mass production paradigm developed by Henry Ford, Frederick Taylor and Alfred 
Sloan in the early pan of this century has dominated industrial organisation for most of the 
post-war period but has now been rendered virtually obsolete. Lean production°', almost the 
exact antithesis of mass production, is emerging as a new best-practice manufacturing 
paradigm slowly diffusing across industry, providing the foundations for sustained com
petitive advantage by world class companies in today's market conditions. 

From the early 1980s three major new generic technologies have emerged to funher 
complicate the process of industrial resblJcturing and global redivision of labour, the 
sources of competitive advantage, innovation, growth, the spatial location of primary and 
tertiary activities and prospects for export orientated industrialisation (EOI) across the 
developing economies, placing much of the traditional development theory and policy 

related propositions and modes of thinking in need of urgent reevaluation. Moreover stroilg 
evidence5 suggests a rapid growth in the internationalisation of R&D activities and ti1e 
formation of an increasing number and widening complexity, of domestic and cross-border 
R&D and technology alliances in the core technologies of information technologies, 
biotechnologies and advanced materials. These developments reflect the increasing costs 
and risks of R&D in high technology6, the complexity and speed of change in frontier 



science and technology. the need to combine complementary firm-specific assets and 
synergy across ~ range of disciplines and technologies. Cross-border collaboration may 
indeed be an essential component of the innovaton process today. providing for greater 
economic efficiency and global R&D spillovers. On the other hand. it might lead to the 
formation of oligopolistic or monopolistic market structures and socially detrimental 
market power exercised by the co-operating firms on a national or global level. These 
considerations further highlight the fact that policy formation seriously Jags behind the 
advances in science and technology in the last I 0-15 years. For example. much of the 
competition policy in place in many countries still views any form of collaboration between 
firms with strong suspicion. Yet collaboration in pre-competitive R&D. and possibly in 
near-market research or production and marketing. may be a prerequisite for development 
and commercialisation of new technologies. And, where alliances in specific areas of 
pre-competitive R&D are beginning to be encouraged (as in the USA. for example). a 
conflict can arise between the promotion of domestic alliances and the implementation of an 
industrial policy \\ith the aim of supponing domestic high technology. which leads to the 
exclusion of foreign firms with potentially adverse consequences for innovation at home 
and abroad. Furthermore, the strong support provided by governments to high technology 
sectors together with the internationalisation of production and rising economic interde
pendence cf nations. has meant that trade and technology i~sues are today inextricably 
linkecl7. Indeed. high technology increasingly provides the major source of trade friction 
and contlict8 between nations and economic regions. In the absence of a multilateral 
framework for dealing with these issues at a global level, g:.>vernments increasingly resort to 
unilateral industrial and trade measures to support, maintain or create competitive advan
tage for domestic branches of industry. 

What ought, therefore. to be the appropriate policy response by developing. newly industri
alising and industrialised countries to the new scientific. technological. industrial and 
business conditions? And, given the application of a strong 'visible hand' to high technol
ogy sectors in several economies, especially in the Far East, what are the realistic policy 
opti\lns open to competing economies? Is there an overwhelming case, indeed need, for the 
formulation of a long run strategic response9 by both government and industry to the 
emerging scientific and technological conditions? If so, what factors would comprise such a 
response? Has the need for an 'industrial' or 'technology' policy acquired a new rationale 
and new urgency in the 1990s? What are the dangers of a serious misallocation and waste of 
economic resources in attempting to channel resources to specific industries at the expense 
of others? Would benefits outweigh losses? Can market forces be relied upon to provide an 
adequate, let alone socially optimal, rate of basic and applied s_ientific research, technology 
development and commercialisation? Indeed what are the scientific, technological, institu
tional, fiscal and legal framework requirements for invention. innovation, competitiveness 
and growth in high technology industries today? Hence, what is the proper domain of 
government intervention? Is the provision of a minimum critical mass of scientific and 
technologicai infrastructure the clear and indisputable jurisdic:Uon of the state? Does the 
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proper balance between the state and the market vary. or ought to vary according to the stage 
of socio-economic and instibJtional development of the ecooomy concerned? What is the 
role of international organisations such as the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO). the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNC
T AD). the United Nations Centre for Science and Technology (UNCST). the United 
Nations Centre for Transnational Corporations (UNCTC), the World Bank. the Interna
tional Monetary Fund (IMF), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop
ment (OECD) and so on i~ tttis respect'? The present smdy provides but an initial step in an 
attempt to understand the ~:-ends and forces at work and, thereby, provide essential inputs to 
national and international .,olicy formation IO_ 

What is clear is that the materials sector today has evolved into a science-based. knowledge 
intensive generic and enabling high technology sector upon which all other technologies 
depend. The evideoce. m.uch of it assem!>led through numerous high level meetings in the 
economies of Japan, the Republic of Korea, Taiwan Province of China. Singapore. Malay
sia and Thailand, provides many lessons. many opportunities and contains serious implica
tions for government and industry outside this. the most dynamic region of the world 
economy in the 1990s. 

2. THE MA TERIAIS REVOLUTION 

A major new generic and enabling technology 

2.1 The onset of advanced materials 

We are currently at the early but secure and irreversible stages of a remarkable and 
far-reaching materials revolution. It constibJtes a break from past experience and practice. in 
which monolithic materials entered final goods after some elementary transformation and 
manipulation of little understood microstructure. Since at least the early 1980s we have 
witnessed radical breakthroughs in the ability of materials scientists and engineers to both 
synthesise and process new materials so as to obtain the desired microstructure and 
corresponding novel set of properties and perfonnance in use. The revolution in the science 
and engineering knowledge base of materials research, design and fabrication is having two 
major consequences for the materials sector. Firstly, the insights have permeated traditional 
materials leading to marked improvements in quality and processing techniques. Secondly, 
the transfonnations underway have spawned proliferating clusters of high-performance, 
knowledge-intensive advanced materials, such as engineering polymers. advanced metals. 
electronic and structural ceramics and advanced composite systems. New advanced materi
als, such as the aluminium-lithium alloys or carbon-carbon composites, are designed and 
tailored to meet specific end-use applications in complex engineering systems in high-tech 
activities, such as aerospace, where performance is more important than cost Nevertheless, 
the gradual resolution of processing constraints to higher volume lower cost output. intense 
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competitive pressures in the market place and the stringent perfonnance requirements 
across increasingly sophisticated user industries are combining to facilitate ever greater 
diffusion of such materials in manufacturing. 

The incorporation of new materials. in the con,ext of integrated or simultaneous manufac
ture. into new products and processes confers higher performance characteristics. enhances 
quality and provides design (or redesign of existing product). total system cost advantages, 
including manifold gains though the redesign of the manufactur.ng and assembly process_ 
Many consumer durables, including cars, sporting goods and industrial machinery are 
increasinglyll falling prey to the irreversible, albeit slow and uneven, march of new 
materials across industry. Steel developments, for example, in recent years are a result of 
advancing frontier knowledge in MSE. A whole range of advanced steels with improved 
strength, corrosion re:;istance and ease of styling (formability), with precisely controlled 
chemistry and micr·Jstructure are customised for applications in cars, high-tech buildings 
and deep sea exploration. Breakthroughs12 in steel design and processing methods are 
resulting in a range of high strength low alloy steels, bake hardening steels, ultraclean steels 
and advanced coated steels, which are e.1abling automotive engineers to improve perfonn
ance, style. comfort, cost efficiency, manufacturing automation and flexibility and recy
clability in car design and production. Nearly half of the new steels now used in cars were 
not available even six years ago. And today's new generation of advanced multilayer 
coating systems and technologies enable engineers to custom design protection for the 
surface and underside of the car's body. Ten year~ ago only 10 per cent of car bodies 
contained metallic coated corrosion resistance steels. It is predicted that by the mid-1990s, 
most new cars in the USA, Europe and Japan will be using them in 60 to 100 per cent of car 
bodies. 

2.2 Ttthnic:al change in the 1990s depends on materials science and engineering 

Technical change across virtually every major field today depends critically on advances in 
materials. Existing conventional materials cannot meet the emerging requirements of high 
technology applications, as for example, in the next generation of electronic and photonic 
devices, which necessitate even more highly advanced materials synthesis and processing 
technologies, novel instrumentation and measurement techniques, and theoretical under
standing of the quantum mechanical level. Thus, further technical progress in information 
and communications, surface transportation, aerospace, deep sea operations, energy con
version and conservation, biocompatible materials and medical diagnostics, environmen
tally safe products and ·clean' technologies, biotechnology and the life sciences, is materials 
constrained. Materials science and engineering (MSE) as a unified multi-disciplinary field 
engaged in the development of new materials in possession of extraordinary properties and 
tailored for specific applications, underpins every major technological advance, and thereby 
the ability to meet the competitive challenge in the market place, a broad range of 
socio-economic and environmental objectives and military security needs. Over the last 
decade or so, MSE has been elevated13 to a unique, critical and central position in the 
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functioning and growth of industrialised and industrialising economies. In short. the age of 
advanttd materials has arrived and n hee to stay. It is not widely recognised, that the 
materials sector today has emerged as a scien~ased. high technology sector in its own right. of 
critical importance to a vast array of downstream high-tech and manufacturing industries. 

3. BASIC SCIENCE, NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND 
INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS 

3.1 Basic science underpins new technologies in a complex two-wa} process 

More than at any time before. the basic sciences today are responsible for major techno
logical breakthroughs and the provision of the knowledge-base underpinning technical 
advance. Support for basic and applied scientific research 1-l has therefore become a critical 

policy variable in debates over strategies to sustain technological leadership and devise 
appropriate industrial policies In recognition of this fact and the emerging Japanese 
challenge in high technology. the Bush Administration raised the USA's science budget 
request by 1 per cent to USS 13.4 billion (Table l) and launched new initiatives in advanced 

Table I: USA SCIENCE BUDGET 
(figures in USS millions) 

BASIC RESEARCH 
Doubling the NSF budget by 1994 
Support for individual investigators (NIH. NSF. DOE) 
Human Genome Project 
Supercorducting Super Collider 
Global Climate Change 
Astronomy amd Astrophysiu 
Competitive agricultural research 

-~~----

APPLIED RESEARCH 
High Pcrfonnancc Computing aid Communications 
Advanced Materials and Processing 
Biotechnology 
EnergyR&D 
Fusion 
Ad,,-anccd Manufacturing 
Public Health 
National Institute of Standards aid Technology 
Space Technology 

1992 i 
enacted($) I 

I 

i 

2,5721 
7,273, 

164 
48" 

l,110 
8361 

961 
I 
I 
I 

6551 
l.659\ 
3,759\ 

774: 
337 1 

2s2I 

4,7571 
247 
273 

1993 I %increa~ l 
Proposed ($) 

3,0261 18 
7,939\ 9 

1751 7 
650 34 

1.3721 24 
890 6 
ISO 53 

I 
8031 

I 
23 

1,8211 JO 
4,030 7 

914 18 
360 7 
321 27 

4,8"91 2 
3111 26 
305 12 

~~~~~~~~--~~~ .......... ~~~ ......... ~~~~--"~~~~ 
Source: Nature, 1992. 
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materials and biotechnology. The latter received $4.03 billion in response to Japanese 
targeting of the industry in a process reminiscent of the earlier successful targeting of 
semiconductors. Despite the decline in defense spending, the traditional 60:40 ratio of 
defence:civilian R&D spending only changed to 59:41 in the proposals. viewed as insuffi
cient to fuel R&D for economic growth by the House Science. Space and Technology 
Committee. Nevertheless. the USA's science budget proposals indicate a distinct emphasis 
on the commercial application of research. This has been echoed IS recently by Dr. Press. 
president of the National Academy of Sciences. who stressed that the USA is entering a new 
era and new impetus for the support of science. Relevance to defense is now being 1eplaced 
by commercial relevance as an intrinsic feature of most science. Biotechnology industries 
exemplify the shift towards a new paradigm into the 21st century. whereby basic science 
provirles the foundations of successful industry and is rapidly translated into commercial 
products. 

Although th.! linear model of technological change. whereby invention inevitably leads to 
in11ovation which is then followed by diffusion. is now recognised to be invalid. recent 
studies confinn that basic research remains crucially important However. the links between 
basic research and technological change are complex and multidimensional. including both 
written infonnation and knowledge, technology management. skills. instruments and pro
fessional contacts which facilitate the tackJing and resolution of complex technological 
problems. Applied science interacts continually with industry at each stage of the develop
ment of new market driven innovations and successive generations of new technologies. as 
for example. in the evolution of next computers. Mastery of current generations technology 
facilitates the development of next generations of the same or related technologies. 

At the same time the introduction of a new product or manufacturing technique. does not 
automatically secure competitive advantage in the market place. The latter is a result of a 
process of continuous improvement. effective marketing strategy. good customer response, 
quality of workforce and management and company-wide innovation culture. Importantly, 
innovation and competitive advantage are greatly influenced by government industry-sci
ence relations and interactions within the national system of innovation. The proposition 
that what governments ought to do is simply to "get the science base right" and that new 
discoveries and inventions would inevitably or miraculously be translated into innovations 
and manufacturing advantages is grossly misleading today. 

The new Clinton Administration is explicitly giving priority to "civilian" research and 
wants to reverse the 60.40 ratio in defense and civilian R&D expenditures, or at least 
balance it. Here, the process will be supplemented by mechanism~ which facilitate a much 
faster transfer of defen!ie technology into civilian industries, such as mixed consortia 
comprising of defense/Pentagon and private firms. Moreover, research conducted at Federal 
laboratories will be encouraged to flow to private industry in a range of initiatives and 
programmes in advanced materials (including super-conductors, advanced composites), 
ozone friendly refrigeration products, "clean" vehicle technologies, energy conservation 
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and renewable energy. 

In order to stimulate invesunent outlays to the order of USS 100 billion between 1994-1997. 
tax incentives are offered to companies engaged in research. enabling them to write-off $6 

billion in taxes. In an effort to further boost the USA's industrial R&D, especially in small 
companies. the President is aiming to more than quadruple the budget of the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology to SI. I I billion by 1997. The aim is to expand the 
Advanced Technology Programme (and its research grant capacity) of the NIST so as to 
make a substantive impact on the USA's indu;;trial competitiveness. It is estimated that if 
the USA spends $150 billion annually on R&D. then a Federal stimulus of 0.5 per cent 
(S7SO million) is required. These aims of the Administration to reorientate and boost the 
USA's research effort are. however. facing serious obstacles in Congress. President Clin
ton's and Vice-President Gore's technology policy is discussed further below (see inset in 
3.3). Several initiatives are underway in the USA today. following on from the previous 
administration, including a strong emphasis on advanced materials R&D and processing 
technologies. as a result of important studies and conclusions reached by the US National 
Research Council and other f ederaJ agencies in 1989 and 1991. These continue to have the 
support of the Clinton Administration. 

The critical imponance of materials synth~is and processing is stressed in the important 
report by the National Research Council, Materials Science and Engineering for the ! 990s, 
published in 1989. This theme was echoed in the follow-up report of the Materials Research 
Society 16, which evafuates the progress and requirements of implementing the Research 
Council's recommendations. The report makes the important, and somewhat surprising in 
the USA context. point that the USA now needs to move towards developing a .. strategic, 
goal orientated planning approach to materials R&D, involving industry, universities and 
government laboratories". 

These two reports provided the key elements in preparing the Federal Programme in 
Materials Science and Technology entitled Advanced Materials and Processing Pro
gramme (AMPP). The AMPP is influenced by three key findings: 

• the need to enhance materials R&D activities, especially in synthesis and 
processing; 

• the need to bridge the gap between basic understanding of materials and their 
technological applications; and 

• the need to involve industry, academia, and the govCJl'ment in mission-orien-
tated planning and the extension ofR&D activities. 

Jn order to address the identified opportunities and needs, a multi~year, multi-agency 
programme is beginning in FY 1993 in order to e.1hance the effectiveness of the Federal 
R&D Piogramme in Materials Science and Technology. The aim of the AMPP programme 
is to improve the manufacture and perfonnance o.-materials, to enhance the 11ation 's quality . 
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TABLEl: JAPAN•S SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BUDGET 1992 

I 

Thousand million Yen J %changcfrom 1991 

IT olal RcH> budget 
I I Japan Key Technology Centre 

I Basic technologies lor future industries 

I Large-scale industrial projects 

I Sumhine new energy sources project 

I Moonlight energy -sa\"ing project 

j Fifth generation computer 
l 

!l Si:\1h generation computer 

Global emironmcnt 

Intelligent Manufacturing System (IMS) project 

259.7 

8.2 

14.7 

26.5 

l 1.8 

3.6 

0.9 

8.2 

0.8 

, Human Frontier Science Project (HFSP) 3.8 .. 

I Elucidation of biological functiom (domestic HFSP) 0.3 

Budget shared with Ministry of Posts and ' ~
t::DO intematioml grants 0. 7 

corganisationofTsukuba Science Institutes ' 14.9 -+ 
I Telecommunications : 

+1.5 

-9.7 

+5.6 

+4.8 

+8.6 

+4.7 

-49.7 

+842.7 

+22.1 

+197.8 

+3.5 

-12.8 

+53.4 

+11.3 

~· Budget shared with Science and Ttchnology Agency i 
. Scic~~ T~hnology Ageocy Budg;tfuri'99-2--·· ....._; _Tho_u_sand--nu-·-111-·o -n-Y-cn~.-0-Yo_c_han-ge_fi_ro_m~l~ 9-9-1-i 
~~~·~~--~-----~. -~---~-+ ~~- -
Total R&D budget 

Special Promotion Funds 

Space 

Nuclear Energy 

SOR (Spring-8) 

Ocean Research 

ERATO 

Sakigake 

Human Genome 

551.8 

11.0 

144.7 

315.2 

7.0 

11.4 

6.3 

1.0 

l.1 

+5.7 

+4.8 

+9.9 

+2.9 

+43.0 

+6.8 

+12.1 

+117.0 

' +20.9 
·----T-· -""?~.- ·---- ..... --~---------'-------~..--l....----·----

Source: Nature, 1992. 
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of life and economic growth. The AMPP will pay particular attention to the interfaces 
between universities, government laboratories and industry, and on the process of technol
ogy transfer from basic research to commercial application. The budgets for AMPP are 
given in Table 2. 

In the case of Japan, it is widely ;ecognised that the country faces considerable difficulties in 
the conduct Qf basic sr.!entific research 17, but it would be a S\!rious mistakt to under 
estimate the massive effort and resources that have been directed in recent years towards a 
resolution of the needs for creative scientific research. Scores of modem R&O laboratories 
have been constructed by many Japanese corporations, while internationalisation and 
location of R&D facilities abroad enable such companies to tap the world scientific 
knowledge base c:.nd recrnit the best of local scientific researchers_ The determination to 
conquer high technology activities is underscored by the fact18 that by the year 2000 Japan 
will apportion 3.5 per cent of its gross domestic product (GDP) to R&D activities as 
compared to 3 per cent in the USA, and will employ nearly mice (350,000) the number of a 
scientists and engineers in high-tech innovative projects a.: the USA. 

A recent significant and unprecedented move has been the formation of a powerful pressure 
group within Japan's fonner ruling Liberal Democratic P~rty, headed by the former hfad of 
the Science and Technology Agency, Kishiro Nakamura. The ·special committee to rein
force maintenance of the basic research base and intematiJnal research cooperation activ
ity' is calling for dramatic incrrases in government spending on research. Committee 
members include politicians with strong links to science-related ministries and, importantly. 
the Ministry of Finance Both leading academics and industrialists19 are voicing strong 
concern over the rundown of Japanese universities and the shortage of human and financial 
resources, which would undermine Japan's shif! to high technology. In recognition of the 
rising political and industrial significance of basic researcn nationally and internationally, 
the Japanese Ministry of Finance decided in January 1992 to invest USS 800 million 
(compared to a request of US! 600 million from Monbusho, the education Ministry) in 
renri• ·ating Japan's major universities and strengthening the basic research funding system. 
This also opened the door for Japan to offer financial support to the Superconducting Super 
Collider (SSC) in the United States, for which they had been under repeated and intense 
pressure by President Bush. However, the SSC was cancelled in late 1993, with both 
positive and negative implications for Japan. The budgets for science and technology 
approved by the Cabinet on 28 December 1991, are shown20 below in Table 3_ The to per 
cent increase for ST A's space budget is mainly intended for Japan's contribution to the USA 
space station and Japan's new H-11 rocket, to be launched in 1993. It should be noted that 
much emphasis is placed in Japan on the development of aerospace as a next generation 
high technology for the 21st century, wit!\ large inter~ctoral ramifications in the economy. 

3.2 New technologies provide a strategic weapon in global compdition 

A broadly based, of necessity, scientific research effort and the display of inventive 
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TABLE 4: US NATIONAL CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES 

MATERIALS 

• Materials synthesis and processing 
* Electronic and photcnic materials 
• Ceramics 
• Composites 
• High-performance metals and alloys 

MANUFACTURING 

• Flexible computer integrated manufacturing 
• Intelligent processing equipment 
• micro- and nanofabrication 
• Systems management technologies 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 

• Software 
* Microelectronics and optoelectronics 
• High-perfo.""llance computing and networking 
* High-definition imaging and displays 
• Senors and signal processing 
• Data storage and peripherals 
• Computer simulation and modelling 

BIOTECHNOLOGIES AND LIFE SCIENCES 

* Applied molecular biology 
• Medical technology 

AERONAUTICS AND SURF ACE TRANSPORTATION 

• Aeronautics 
• Surface transportation technologies 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT 

• Energy technologies 
• Pollution minimisatio'l, remediation and waste management 
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creativity are all but irrelevant unless they ultimately lead to the development of useful 
technologies. Irrespective of where new technological inventions originate. the most suc
cessful firms and industries are those that can incorporate them fast and efficiently into new 
innovative and commercially viable products and processes, exhibiting faster time to the 
market place. than competitors. In a fiercely competitive global market, simultaneous or 
concurrent engineering tools, enable firms to engage in an integrated and simultaneous 
R&D. product design and manufacturing approach, which, as a consequence, results in 
faster product renewal and continuous innovation. Faster product innovation moreover, 
enables firms to incorporate the latest inventions and technological innovations into new 
more sophisticated consumer durables or industrial machinery and equipment reaching the 
market place in record time. Commercial and industrial success thus resides in those 
institutional mechanisms and design and manufacturing engineering capabilities that enable 
firms to transmit technological advances into commercial applications. Technology is 
unquestionably a critical weapon for acquired competitive advantage in the world market 
The possession of engineering, processing and manufacturing skills, on the other hand, 
provides the essential prerequisite for the successful transmission of science-based techno
logical breakthroughs into commercial application and competitive advantage This is best 
understood in Japan, and is being relentlessly demonstrated in industry after industry, from 
car production to semiconductors and now new materials 

A recent repon21 by a panel appointed by the United States National Academy of Science 
and Engineering and the Institute of Medicine pointed to a significantly larger time lag 
between product design and commercialisation in USA industry as compared tc foreign 
competitors. It called for a Civilian Technology Corporation (CTC) financed by a one-time 
outlay (US$ 5 billion), which would create joint R&D ventures with the private sector. 
Such projects would be initiated by industry. The report, in a clear response to Japanese 
experience and with no reference to an 'industrial poiicy', highlighted the need for 'a new 
alliance between government and industry in pre-commercial areas', calling for strong 
government financial support of high technology development and programmes which 
would facilitate the speedier commercialisation of new discoveries. 

In an importa~t recent study22, submitted to President Bush in March 1991, the US National 
Critical Technologies Panel has selected 22 technologies deemed critical for military and 
economic competitive11c:ss, which therefore require concentrated effort. The panel placed 
special emphasis on the need for US industry to adopt an integrated and hence continuous 
improvement approach to both product development and associated manufacturing proc
esses to produce them. Given the strong US scientific knowledge base, the parallel concern 
is for the more effective translation of resulting technological advances into high-quality, 
high-performance, low-cost commercial products and military systems. The technologies 
selected are listed in Table 4. 

In keeping with the central objective of effectively exp!oiting new technology, five of the 
selected technologies refer to processing and manufacturing technologies: 
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I. Materials synthesis and processing; 

2. Micro- and nanofabrication; 

3. Intelligent processing equipment; 

4. Flexible computer integrated manufacturing; 

5. Systems management technologies. 

Moreover, stress is also laid on manufacturing and product development issues associated 
with the other 17 critical technologies. The panel also recognised that some technologies 
have a generic impact in that they constitute the basic ·building blocks' of nearly every 
sector in the economy. These fall under Materials, Manufacturing and Information and 
Communications. At the same time several technologies are enabling or supportive of other 
critical technologies. Thus, materials, micro-electronics, simulation and modelling. and 
manufacturing are singled out as essential for improvements in virtually all other critical 
technologies. 

4. INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY IN THE 
1990s 

4.1 Materials synthesis and processing links basic: sc:ienc:e to manufacturing 
enginttring 

As the analysis ofthisstudy makes clear the materials revolution entails the arrival of a truly 
generic science-based technology with an impact on all sectors of the economy. At the same 
time the design and reliable processing of high performance functional and structural 
materials engineered to meet exacting requirements in specific applications is itself suppor
tive of many critical technologies that are themselves both enabling, and in some cases, 
generic in their impact, as for example micro- and opto-electronics. But more than this, new 
materials offer a dramatic solution to the problem ofincorporating advances in basic science 
and resulting technological breakthroughs into commercial applications and fast product 
renewal across industry. Materials science and engineering integrates many of the physical 
sciences with processing and manufacturing engineering. Materials synthesis and process
ing is rooted not only in the basic sciences, but also possesses a strong industrial and 
engineering component. The possession of materials synthesis and processing capabilities 
facilitates cost effective, reproducible fabrication of both novel and conventional materials 
possessing vastly superior properties and tailored to user needs. New materials, moreover, 
necessitate the integration of material or component, product and manufacturing design 
engineering in a simultaneous integrated approach, be it in aerospace, or, sporting goods2S, 
or automobile application. Materials synthesis and processing has therefore acquired a 
pre-eminent position in the generation of new technologies and their commercialisation, 



linking the basic sciences to the engineering and manufacturing base of the economy. 
Moreover. and this constitutes another major proposition of this book. materials synthesis 
and processing26 in the context of simultaneous manufacture, transmits basic scientific 
inventions fast and efficiently into high technology application and fast product renewal 
underpinning competitive advantage in world class manufacture. However. this presup
poses that an economy possesses considerable engineering skills and a strong manufactur
ing base. Of course. as science linkages to industry and commercial application increase, the 
boundaries between basic and applied research will become increasingly blurred. 

Summary of the argument so far 

Technology today underpins most innovations required for sustainable 
industrial competitiveness, trade and growth. Hence .. industrial policy" is 
.. inextricably" linked to ••technology policy". and thereby to ··science 
policy". However developments in recent years strongly highlight the tact 
that .. industrial" or .. technology" policy has become indissolubly linked 
to materials policy across both industrialised and industrialising econo
mies. The analysis and evidence in the present study indicate that materials 
synthesis and processing forges a crucial link between the basic sciences. 
the engineering and manufacturing base of the economy, and the speedy 
commercialisation of new technologies in the context of simuhaneous 
manufacture. We have already pointed to the fact that all major technolo
gies today are dependent on solutions offered by materials science and 
engineering. The availability of high-performance functional and struc
turaJ materials conditions funher advances in a range of critical technolo
gies with economy-wide technological spillover effects, while conferring 
global competitive superiority onto national branches of high technology 
and other manufacturing industries. It is therefore a dangerous anachro
nism to neglect the crucial role of advanced materials in any attempt to 
formulate an 'industrial· or 'technology' policy in the 1990s. 

4.2 Is there a need for an industrial or technology policy? 

Lewis M. Branscomb in a recent contribution27 points out that the real issue here concerns 
the kind of government technology policies and programmes that make sense in the present 
competitive environment, rather than whether the USA should have a technology policy. 
Supply side policies aimed at creating new technologies infonned much of the accepted 
United States technology policy in the post-war years. This comprised of considerable 
government funding of basic research at universities with fundamental breakthroughs 
eventually feeding through into new technologies, products and industries, and secondly, 
investment in technology development by federal agencies, dominated by defence and 
space related R&D. This approach has been rendered obsolete. he claims. by developments 
over the last decade, which place a premium not on fundamental breakthroughs in basic 
research but rather on low-cost manufacturing of high quality products. In short, competi-
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tive success depends on the ability of companies to absorb new technologies, irrespective of 
place of origin, and apply them quickly He rightly, points to the example of Japanese 
consumer electronics, where success was predicated upon the successful commercialisation 
of technologies developed elsewhere (e.g. the USA in'\"ented video cassette recorders) and 
on cumulative learning by doing in manufacturing processes. Government's responsibility 
therefore lies less in the stimulation of technological innovation, but rather on a .. demand" 
orientated technology policy, aimed at speeding up commercialisation by encouraging 
collaborative research between firms and between government. university and industry 
labboratories, investing in the necessary technology infrastructure and assisting business to 
develop techniques that would increase the productiveness of business. A number of issues 
mu5t be addressed here. 

While western policy-makers and industry agonize over the necessity and form ofindustrial 
or technology policy, Japan is well on is way towards a strategic orientation of its industry 
into the next century and domination of a "'list of critical technologies"28 through the 
exploitation of her superior processing. engineering and manufacturing skills. It is not as 
Branscomb argues a matter of emphasising application rather than creation of new technolo
gies, for the simple reason that most high technology today is science-based or science 
driven. Basic science must be supported because it provides the knowledge source for high 
technology, and this has been recognised by Japan as it moves to conquer such fields. 
Despite her considerable shortcomings in basic science noted earlier on, a massive effort is 
under way to improve the domestic basic research infrastructure, at university. induMry and 
government laboratories, internationalise and tap into the world scientific knowledge base29 

in both the physical and life sciences. For while complete dependence on foreign scientific 
input and state-of-the-art components and technologies is tantamount to competitive sui
cide, self-sufficiency is neither possible. nor desirable. since access to fast changing basic 
and applied global frontier scientific progress is of the essence today, and the Japanese 
government and industry are keenly aware of this. It would be absurd for wes~m govern
ments to now neglect basic and applied science. Nonetheless, the recent emphasis on 
engineering and manufacturing skills and technologies, and government-industry-univer
sity R&D collaboration is a necessary redress to decades of neglect in these fields. 

4.3 Market failure and industrial policy 

ArgumentsJO for the desirability of /ais.tte:: faire usually rest on a set of restrictive assump
tions. Where these assumptions are violated in practice, markets are said to "fail". Market 
failure and the consequent misallocation of resources provides a theoretical justification for 
corrective government intervl.!ntion. Arguwents for the desirability of industrial policy are 
usually cast in the form of market failure considerations. The differing conceptual basis for 
government intervention in Japan and the USA is given in Table 5. 

Industrial policy is, in many cases loosely defined, but in the main31 it is taken to mean the 
use of a government's authority, resources and custom built policy instruments in order to 
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TABLE 5: CONCEPTUAi. FRAMEWORK FOR GOVERNMENT 
INTERVENTION 

Japan and the USA 

JAPAN USA 

Market lmpcrfcctiom Markd Fail .. a 
-----~-------

fatcmalitics i Capital nwket deficiencies 
-- -- -- -- ____ J • 

faccssi\'C competition Neglect of collecti\'C good ! ------- - ------------------- ---------- - --- ----- --------1 

;::~~--=--- u~~~-: -=: -~-~---=-1 
.-.~-.....,----~~ ... ~~ _Manpowcrncc.ds ______ --------t 
Resource misallocalion (non-priority sectors) . E.u:essn-c risks I --- ... 

l 
- 1 

I 

f ~--·~to~~ -= :-__ =;:;;~ 
, Social injustices (need foraffumalive action. etc.) 

r- - Eoo~~~~ --=--~----~ --~;r;~~.~~:~ HU - j 
Structural maladjustments 

Industrial Policy - fallout effects 

Supply disruptio~ (raw materials) 

Fomgn market closure 

Dangerous foreign dependence 

Loss of compctitn·cncss in ,-ital industries 

Need for tcdmological edge 

-· .. - - - -
Distortions from ,,_nrnmnt intcn-cntion 

- - --- ---- ----

t Ass~ ror mWl-mJ ~wn~-----

1 
Industrial catch-up 

Infant industry \'UlncrabilitW:s 

Threat oflowcrvaJuc added; unacceptability of 
certain an:as of comparative adnntage 

Costagion effects of policies (taxes. subsidies) 

• Remedial policies 

-· 
' 

I 

-i 
j 

1 
I 
I 
I 
t 

Loss of industrial autonomy ---__________ J 
Source: Daniel I. Okimoto, Between Min and the Market, 1989, p.53. 
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encourage resources to flow into specific industries. or firms. according to certain criteria. 
priorities. needs. and circumstances faced by the industries in question. The underlying 
premise for such government action is that sole reliance on the invisible hand and/or broadly 
based macroeconomic policy would fail to produce the desired sectoral outcome. Care must 
be exercised here. Ever since the Industrial Revolution our economies have been charac
terised by uneven growth of branches ofindustry. Some industries grow fast while others 
reach maturity in their life cycle. stagnate and subsequendy decline32 in relatiw·e impor
tance. as a result of the natural operation of market forces. If then comparative advantage in 
an economy is shifting away from traditional commodity production in ·smokestack' basic. 
industries to new high technology areas such as computers, telecommunications and 
biotechnologies. market incentives would presumably encourage factors of production to 
shift to the high-tech acti\ities and out of shrinking industries. What is the function of 
industrial policy then? Here the government would need to demonstrate that resources. if 
left to pure market forces, are shifting .. too slowly" into the high technology sectors or .. too 
slowly .. out of the declining sectors33. That is, some form of market failure persists which 
requires corrective interventionist action on the part of the government. 

In the USA popular arguments for industrial policy have concentrated on a set of four 
cri~eria for identifying industries, the growth of which ought to be ovenly encouraged by the 
government. Firstly. shifting the mix of industries towards those with high value added per 
worker could raise national income. Secondly. governments must encourage the expansion 
of industries producing intennediate goods. like steel. which are used by a variety of 
industries in the rest of the economy. Thirdly. given the interplay of uneven patterns of 
technical change, shifting demand patterns and changing comparative advantage. sectors 
will display differential rates of growth. If the government can predict which industries will 
grow fastest, then it should encourage factors to flow into them. i.e ... pick winning 
industries" with the highest growth potential. Fourthly. industrial policy can be designed as 
a defensive measure to protect US industry from competitive pressures posed by the support 
provided by a foreign government to that industry. If the USA does not respond to the 
targeting of a specific industry by a foreign government then key industries in the USA may 
disappear. A number of economists34 do not find these arguments convincing from the 
point of view of market failure considerations and hence dismiss the need for industrial 
policy if justification is sought solely on the grounds advanced above. 

They argue that industrial policy must demonstrate a preexisting domestic market failure 
that the policy is designed to correct or offset. Two major market failures have been 
identified in advanced industrialised market economies which are relevant for industrial 
policy. The first refers to high-technology industries and the presence of externalities in the 
generation and appropriation of new knowledge. The second refers to the existence of 
monopoly profits in imperfectly competitive concentrated industries. This latter market 
failure provides justification for industrial targeting and strategic trade policy. 

Where firms invest in the genenttion of new knowledge but can only appropriate a part of 
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the benefit. then this gi\es rise to externalities in the fonn of ·rree· benefits to other firms 
and hence leads to extra output or ma.--g.inal social benefit to the economy If it can be 
demonstrated that these externalities in knowledge are large then there is a strong case for 
subsidising the industries in question This requirement can be satisfied by a group of 
industries termed high technology industries. defined on the basis of above average 
employment of scientists and engineers andior R&D expenditures. such as electronics. 
aerospace. agrochemicals. phannaceutica. and telec.Jmmunications It can be argued that 
firms in high technol~- industries are primarily engaged in the creation of knowledge via 
large R&D expenditures and the undern.-riting ofnew technologies and products over a long 
tir.ie horiwn before returns a.:crue l"nder weak intellectual property right protection laws. 

the free market would provide small incenti\·es for innovation by finns in high technology. 
resulting i!l a S01:ially suboptimal rate of irmcvaticm There is therefore a strongpnma_fi.1dt! 

case for government subsidy targeted at those indusmes and activities \'.here market failure 
demt,nstrably occurs. that is at the point~ 5 of generation of knowledge. \\hich cannot be 

appropriated by the im esting. firm. and \;.hi ch results in large technological spillovers to the 
ecor.0my The optimal subsidy wouiJ depend on the empirical size of the percei\ ed 
technolo!-!ical spillo,er effects. and hence the difference between social returns and private 
rt:tums t0 R&D expenditures.\\ hi ch \\Ould persist e\en in the presence of (etl\.--ctive) patent 

protection 

4.4 Hi~h technoloJ,?y industries 

High technology industries are of increasing imponance to national economies in hoth 

devd('ped and the new!y industrialising ec0nomies. in terms oi cechnicai change. skills and 
high wage job creation. competitiveness and trade As Tysen'6 observes. such industries arc 
in rosse~sion of several characteristics. such as imperfectly comperiti\c market structures. 
the display 0f strategic behaviour. the existence of dynamic scale. 5cope and learning 
economies and technological spillovers. which provide policy-makers with ample justifica
tion for the implementation of interventionist measures to support and protect them It is not 

surprising that the targeting. promotion and protection of domestic high technoloh'Y indus
tries by many governments around the world is giving rise to trade conflict~ and increas

ingly so 

Tyson argues that high-technology industries are very important for the performance of the 
L"S economy and national economic welfare for the following reasons Firstly, they account 

for nearly 60 per cent of manufacturing R&D. while comprising of 10 per cent of manufac

turing output and :!4 per cent of manufacn1ring value added Within this. the electronics 

complex (computers and office equipment. communications. electronic components. and 
audio and video equipment)and the aerospace group of industries (aircraft and missiles) 

account for nearly two thirds of total high technology R&D. Private R&D in these industries 
provides spillover benefits to other firms and consumers not only in the l.JS. but also abroad 
Therefore social rates of return to R&D expenditures exceed. quite substantially. private 
returns These R&D externalities provide the "most compelling reason for the long run 
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imponance of these industries to the US economy"_ Secondly. high technology sectors 
account for a higher proportion of scientists and engineers per l.000 employees than the 
average for all manufacturing. Higher skill intensity is associated with high productivity and 
consequently a higher level of compensation than the rest of manufacturing industries. 
which display higher productivity and wages than most service industries. High technology 
activities provide large and persistent quasi-rents or higher returns to labour than in many 
other industries_ Therefore high technology is •strategic' in Paul Krugman's sense37• 

providing both large R&D spillover effects and excess returns38_ 

4.S High ttthnology R&D sptlloven - local and global 

High-technology industries are of a peculiar, indeed strategic. importance to national 
economies_ Their influence extends beyond the observed impact on the generation of high 
skill. high wage jobs. above average R&D expenditures, high rates of productivity growth 
and expon performance. Rather. their influence is far more significant, residing in the 
pervasive externalities associated with their research and technology development activi
ties Interesting issues arise here_ Where the R&D spillovers so generated flow not only 
outside a firm but also a national economy thereby contributing to the global stock of 
kn"wledge, R&D effon and technological innovation. then the promotion of high technol
ogy industries and the conditions for it to flourish enhances global welfare_ If effective R&D 
and technological innovation in core high technologies entail the synergistic combination of 
complementary inputs in domestic and. increasingly, cross-border alliances and joint 
ventures between firms, then the creation of a national and uniform multilateral framework 
facilitating such cooperative moves ought to be the primary aim39 of policy making in this 
area. At the same time the formation of inter-firm alliances provides a mechanism for the 
transfer of t~hnology40 and skills across firms and national economies, leading in condi
tions of an asymmetry of aims and technological strengths, to the erosion of the in-house 
and domestic technological strengths of one of the panicipants. Clearly, if all knowledge 
generated by high-technology firms within national boundaries can easily flow outside 
through a variety of appropriating mechanisms including cross-border alliances. thereby 
contributing to the R&D effort. technology development and competitiveness of other 
nations, then this weakens the case for countty-specific measure to create a purely domestic 
high technology base to the exclusion of foreign firms. Nevenheless, strategic promotion of 
high technology by one nation would confer cumulative gains in national welfare, whereas 
the loss of competitiveness of national high technology branches would result in unaccept
able cumulative and widespread losses in national well-being. Herein lies the incentive and 
rationale for government intervention to promote, or arrest the decline of national high 
technology branches and t~e roots of trade conflict consequent upon such action. We take 
up some of these arguments below. 

In the presence of excess returns generated by high technology discussed above, attempts by 
countries to suppon these industries in order to capture a larger share of global rents 
constitute a zero sum game where one country's gain is another country's loss. Such gains 
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and losses in high skill, high wage industries across national boundaries can be substantial 
and are in essence local or national. On the other hand, knowledge, its generation, appro
priation and diffusion raises a wider set of issues. Tyson (1992, pp. 39-42), building upon 
Krugman ( 1987) points out that R&D spillover effects cannot always be contained within a 
local or national framework, but are becoming increasingly global in their effect. Mecha
nisms through which knowledge generated by a firm within national boundaries can be 
transmitted externally include joint ventures, R&D alliances, licensing, professional jour
nals and societies as well as dubious practices such as patent infringement, 'reverse 
engineering', industrial espionage, headhunting of key personnel and so on. Through such 
mechanisms knowledge creation by a firm in one country provides global benefits. How
ever, the imposition of tighter intellectual property right laws on competing economies can 
reduce the global spillover benefits arising from privately funded R&D in the domestic 
economy_ And delays in the international transmission of knowledge can still confer first 

mover advantages in terms of the ability of the innovating firm to appropriate much of the 

private returns accruing before entry by foreign firms_ In addition to issues appertaining to 
knowledge that by its nature can be transmitted relatively easily across frontiers, a second 
type of knowledge can be identified. The latter relates to firm-specific knowledge such as 
that which arises from R&D on in-house production processes_ This type of knowledge can 
be fully and privately appropriated by the firm for long periods of time, eve"l in the absence 
of institutional or other obstacles to its international transmission_ 

A third type of knowledge exists which generates benefits, which although not fully 
appropriated by the firm nevertheless remain confined 'locally' within a national setting_ 
This idea is related to the observed tendency of firms in an industry to cluster close to each 
other within localities of a national economy_ Examples" 1 include the electronics industry 
cluster in Silicon Valley and the '"ceramics corridor" in the USA, the clothing industry in 

parts of Italy, etc_ Firms tend to form agglomeiations within national settings due to the 
existence of externalities of a local or more broadly, national nature These could take the 
form"2 of a common and relevant academic, scientific and technical infrastructure upon 
w'tich firms draw and ~hrough which they can interact and learn from each other, the 
availability of a skilled labour force, the emergence of a network of specialised suppliers 
and supporting technical services, and the formation over time of information networks, 
professional contacts and linkages_ These 'local' or national external economies can be said 
to be cumulative and self-reinforcing_ A country or a region with a competitive, innovative 
and growing set of industries will tend to generate additional networks of supporting 
infrastructure, information, skills and specialised inputs_ These in tum will tend to further 

strengthen the competitiveness of the industries with which they enjoy complex, two way 
linkages. Conversely, the loss of international competitiveness and decline of the industries 

in question can lead to a contraction and irreparable damage inflicted upon the networks of 
supporting knowledge base, skills, and specialised inputs. This could further erode the 
competitive position of this and related industries in a process of cumulative contraction. 
Therefore, the existence of 'local' external itiPs of a regional or national nature has powerful 
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implications for the role of high-technology in conferring strategic benefits to a domestic 
economy. 

High technology industries are by definition the most research intensive and innovative set 
of industries within an economy. However, the process by which they generate and diff..ise 
new knowledge and technologies depends in part on the ability to draw upon locally 
accumulated stocks of interrelated and mutually supporting stocks of knowledge, skills, 
experience and technical know-how. That is, innovation in high technology requires and 
builds upon a broad array of a complementary network of professional contact.s, research 
centres, metrology and standards institutes, academic circles, supporting scientific and 
technical infrastructure and services, and specialized inputs. 

Successful R&D and technical change in high technology further reinforces, expands and 
deepen~ the local accumulation of knowledge and specialised inputs, thereby providing the 
impetus for further innovation in this and other sectors of the economy. The argument is 
strengthened further from the evidence pointing to the fact that much of the stock of 
knowledge, experience and know-how accumulated by firms and supplier networks in a 
particular locality derives from strong learning by the formal and informal interaction of 
scientists and engineers across the academic and private research infrastructure in the 
process of conducting R&D. There are therefore strong ··teaming by doing" and .. learning 
by conducting R&D" effects underlying the local or national accumulation of knowledge 
and skills, proceeding across a wide and interdependent front. This type of knowledge 
cannot suddenly be learned through the purchase of products and components embodying it 
in the open market. On the other hand the local accumulation uf such self reinforcing 
benefits is cmcial in the ability of an industry's or an economy's research base to appropri
ate and utilise knowledge generated elsewhere in the world. Such observations acquire a 
pivotal, strategic significance in the scientific and technological conditions prevailing in the 
1990s. 

The local and self reinforcing nature of high technology R&D externalities constitutes a 
major component of a nation's technological capabilities. As Tyson points out, the loss of 
high technology sectors entails a serious loss of domestic technology competencies. Given 
the importance of these ideas we examine them in more detail below and then proceed to 
integrate them with the findings of this study. The implications are far reaching indeed. 

4.6 High technology and strategic trade and industrial policy 

In examining the evolution of the semiconductor industry Borrus, Tyson and Zysman43 
raise a number of crucial issues of relevance to our present discussion. Firstly, their 
investigations provide empirical support for the proposition that strategic government 
policy, even if temporary, can confer enduring effects and global competitive advantages to 
national firms operating in high technology, research intensive industries within imper· 
fectly competitive market structures. This is consistent with the views of the new trade 
theory school which rejects the policy conclusions flowing from the highly unrealistic and 
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restrictive assumptions upon which the traditional neoclassical comparative advantage 
trade model rests. The new trade theorists-" focus attention on the determinants, resulting 
patterns and welfare distribution consequences of international trade under conditions 
which diverge from the assumption of perfect competition. constant returns to scale. and the 
absence of externalities. amongst others. It can be demonstrated. at least theoretically. that 
in the more realistic case. strategic government policy can have a permanent and radical 
impact on trade patterns and. importantly. r.an result in a national welfare outcome which is 
better than the free trade outcome. Countries can theoretically acquire permanent advantage 
in industry after industry through government support of industries at an early stage of 
travelling down their steep learning curves. In this connection, Tyson.is argues that technol
ogy intensive industries possess characteristics which violate the assumptions of trade 
theory and the essentially static concepts informing US trade policy. Such industries display 
decreasing costs and quality improvements with increasing scale. The creation of new 
knowledge and advancing technologies generate positive spillovers or externalities to the 
rest of the economy. And the existence of barriers to entry create strategic behaviour on the 
part of firms. Consequently, national competitive advantage does not derive from natural 
factor endowments as maintained by the Hecksher-Ohlin theory of international trade, 
which dominates much of policy formation in this area. Rather, competitive advantage 

where high technology is concerned is dynamically acquired and depends on the strategic 
interaction between firms and governments and between firms and governments abroad. 
The new trade theory taking root in the last I 0-15 years therefore argues that in the presence 
of increasing returns, technological externalities and imperfect competition in monopolistic 
or oligopolistic industries, the pursuit of free trade may not be the best policy option. The 
domestic promotion or protection of high technology industries can harm foreign welfare, 
and ,·ice wr.'Kl. Moreover. support for R&D in such knowledge-intensive industries as 
semiconductors. could conceivably lead to the generation of domestic and global R&D 
spillovers. This takes us to a crucial set of related ideas. 

Secondly then, Borrus et al. (1986), argue that the semiconductor case contains richer 
implications than those deriving from the side of strategic trade theory and policy alone. 
Whether the government targets one or more, high technology industries capable of 
generating large technological externalities accruing to an array of several other sectors in 
the economy, then the national welfare effects can be far more pronounced, widespread and 
dramatic tha.1 the new trade theory would suggest. That is, the strategic targeting of sectors 
with large spillover effects will not only create enduring competitive and trade advantages 
for the sectors concerned. but will, in addition, strengthen the competitive position of an 
extended set of directly and indirectly related sectors thus resulting in substantial improve
ments in national well being. Several interrelated issues arise, which are taken up in the 
following sections, closely integrated with the findings and ideas explored in this study. 

The available evidence suggests that for a specific technologiceal breakthrough or advance to 
occur, i: is normally the case that prior advances have taken place in the technology in 
question as well as in a set of complementary lllld interrelated technologies and associated 
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infrastructure into which the innovating enhty is embedded. The existence of technological 
interdependence and complementarity requiring that certain cumulative preconditions have 
to be met on a wide front if the innovation process is to be successful. is, indeed, a powerful 
idea, and has, moreover, important implications for industriai policy, especially where 
high-technology is concerned. The ability of US semiconductor firms to conduct successful 
frontier R&D depended crucially on the availability of a domestic network of supporting 

infrastructure and accumulated past and contemr,rary technologies on which the firms 
could easily draw in their research and technology development effort Here, a highly 
developed and extensive domestic scientific and technological infrastructure consisting of 
formal and informal networks of academic centres of excellence. government laboratories, 
materials research centres, standards and metrology institutes, private industrial laborato
ries. suppliers of specialised chemicals, electronic ceramics and metallic materials. and, 
importantly. semiconductor equipment suppliers. as well as a proliferation of downstream 
user industries in electronic consumer durables. computers. telecommunications and aero

space/defense. played a decisive role. On the one hand successful R&D in semiconductor 
technologies both promotes the well being and expansion of the associated scientific. 

supplier and supportive infrastructure. and provides necessary inputs and critical technolo
gies enhancing the R&D effect and competitiveness of a chain of downstream electronics 

and information related industries. Consequently, were the competitive position of the 
domestic semiconductor industr:; to deteriorate, then this could cause a cumulative. irre
versible and devastating destruction of (a) the scientific communities and associated 
supplier infrastructure upon which technical change and competitive fabrication of semi
conductors depends, (b) the ability to innovate in critical semiconductor technologies as 
they move towards VLSI. VLSI and quantum devices and nanoprocessing technologies, 
and (c) the ability to engage in product and process innovation in a wide range of 
micro-electronics related industrie'i v.ith large intersectoral linkage'i and effects in the 

economy On the other hand. relying on information flows across international frontiers 
may not be as efficient as in networks established within the domestic scientific community 
Moreover. access to critical technologies and components from abroad may not be timely ur 
even forthcoming, may be of inferior quality and may not be susceptible to any under
standing of the process whereby the technology was developed, how it can be modified and 
how it relates to your own product and technology development effort Relying on your 
competitors for the provision of critical technologies embodied in comronents, devices and 
systems may not be rational business or rational competitive strateb'Y But there are further 
problems. Looking at semiconductors again, successful innovation and growth in this 
industry leads to a cumulative build-up oflearning. skills and experience in a broad range of 

scientific and engineering disciplines, the supplier base and processing, fabrication equip
ment. and instrumentation/measurement technologies facilitating the transition towards the 

next generation optoelectronic. photonic, mechatronic and optomechanic technologies and 

their widespread application. There are severe penalties for late entry and in many cases it 
may be impossible due to 'closed doors' on specific core technologies and the steep learning 
curves of 'learning by R&D and doing' across successive trajectories of interrelated 
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technologies over time. Technology catch-up from a position of minimal or declining 
domestic research competencies in the scientific and technological conditions of the 1990s 
may prove far more difficult than in the 1960s and 1970s. Viewing the problem from a 
somewhat different angle, an economy which allows key competencies and components to 
pass on to competitors on whom it then relies for their provision, seriously risks its 
progressive • deskilling', erosion of its research and supplier base, deterioration of ability to 
conduct frontier R&D and progressive loss of competitive ~3s in a cascading series of 
current and new generation technologies and industries. These considerations needless to 
say do not figure prominently in mainstream static, or at best comparr&tive static, trade 
theory models, under the assumptions that all countries have access to f· e same unchanging 
technology, extolling the virtues of specialisation, participation in th~ international division 
of labour and engaging in mutually beneficial free market exchange. Relying on cheaper 
Japanese semiconductor imports entails static welfare gains to US 'consumers' but this may 
be outweighed by the progressive domestic deskilling, loss of innovative potential and 

consequent long run decline in national welfare. Yet it is these long run dynamic spillover 
effects that ought to exercise theory and policy making. It is, at least implicitly, these kind of 
considerations that have led to the formulation of ambitious industrial strategies in the Far 
East, which build upon accumulated skills and research infrastructure in order to restructure 
towards next generation technc,logies and industries. Central to these i~ the acquisition of 
domestic competencies in a range of critical input technologies, namely advanced materials, 
deemed essential for a range of downstream manufacturing and high-technology activities. 
Neither are market forces on their own viewed as able to shift resources at an acceptable 
rate, if at all, into these critical input technologies, nor is it viewed acceptable or feasible to 
rely entirely on the world market for their availability. We take up these ideas below. 

Certain input-producing technologies then can have a pervasive impact on the domestic 
science and research base and associated infrastructure, in a complex, self reinforcing 
virtuous circle of cumulative expansion or vicious circle of cumulative contraction, with 
serious repercussions for innovation, competitiveness and growth in a series ofinterrehted 
industries. In these circumstances, the loss of competitiveness and consequent decline of 
such pivotal generic and enabling technologies can have disasterous implications for 
national well being, as a result of the erosion of the science and research base and the 
slowing-down of the process of innovation and diffusion of new technologies in many 
industries. The existence of potentially large positive or negative dynamic inter- and 
intra-industry technological and R&D spillovers provides a strong case for government 
support of high-technology sectors, beyond the strategic trade theory considerations. 

It could be, and sometimes is, argued that the domestic erosion of a substantial portion of an 

industry such as semiconductors and its associated research, supplier and equipment market 
base is not so serious, since the relevant knowledge, components and technologies can be 
easily and speedily acquired by plugging into the international scientific community and 
participating in world trade46_ Whatever the merits of such a view for earlier technologies, it 
is doubtful whether today, and increasingly so in the future, purchasers of complex, 
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knowledge-intensive components and systems in the open market would be able to .. unbun
dle" the cumulative skills and technologies residing in them, or fully comprehend, absorb 
and adapt them to their own innovation needs. This problem is reinforced by the conver
gence of several technologies and the synergy of diverse competence and cumulative skills 
required to master and successfully develop new technologies and products in a sp4~fic 
field be it HDTV. aircraft engines. aluminium-intensive vehicles or Maglev trains. Attempt
ing to simply plug externally acquired key components into existing or developing tech
nologies may be difficult or impossible or place the firm at a distinct competitive disadvan
tage. Moreover, it entails the real danger of a progressive loss of in-house or national skills 
and know-how in core technologies and a hollowing out not only in terms of manufacturing 
capacity but also in innovative capacity in specific industries. Our comments here merely 
JX'int to some emerging dangers and tendencies that must be confronted on a case by case 
approach by corporate and national strategies in the 1990s. They should not be construed as 
arguing that all countries should be competent in all high technology industries and/or all 
compont:nts, materials and devices. Below. we examine the role of advanced materials in 
the context of technical interdependencies in the structure of production. 

4. 7 Advanced materials, the structure of production, ttthnol~ 
interdependence and R&D spillover effects 

Discussions of what constitutes a strategic industry normally take place at the level of 
market structure. the existence of .. excess" returns to factors of production and divergences 
between private and social returns to R&D investment. This is consistent with much of 
modern. mainstream economics preoccupied as it is with analysing the economic system at 
the level of markets and prices, with little attention to the underlying characteristics of 
concrete production processes and intersectoral technological interdependencies in indus
trial economies. However, the key to understanding "strategic" industries or industries of a 
prior. critical significance to the functioning of an economic system lies in the identification 
of the sequential and circular technological interdependencies underlying market interac
tions and the location of a specific technology and industry in the structure of production47 . 

4.7.1 Technological interdependence, clusten of innovation and strategic industries 

For over two centuries following the Industrial Revolution. the raw and processed basic 
materials producing sectors have provided the life blood of industrial production and 
growth. New products and processing technologies were designed around existing tradi
tional materials48 in possession of empirically, and increasingly scientifically understood 
properties and limitations. Cost and price exercised a decisive influence on the long-run 
dynamics of inter-material substitution, while specific materials laid claim to reasonably 
well defined user markets and applications. Key material inputs have also been associated 
with and, in the main, have been responsible for the competitiveness and growth of major 
industries and economies (e.g. coal and iron, steel. oil. silicon) over successive historical 
epochs49_ 
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The constraints imposed by pre-existing materials have now been lifted with the arrival of 
the materials revolution spreading through the earlier stages of production and the tradi
tional materials producing industries. There are many consequences from this, but we will 
only focus on a small subset of these here. The constellation of properties and perf onnance 
characteristics required by user industries is now a driver for materials research and 
development in order to tailor materials to customer specifications. At the same time, the 
new materials scientific and engineering base provides enonnous scope for autonomous 
improvements of existing materials (through intelligent processing for example), and the 
creation of entirely new materials for existing or entirely new or unforeseen application. All 
in all. the new developments necessitate the forging of close vertical relationships between 
materials producers and users in industry. 

Clearly materials have always had a crucial role to play in industrial development, although 
this has gone largely unnoticed in the literature. Today, however, industries located at the 
earlier stages in the structure of production have acquired a pivotal, indeed determining, role 

in the functioning, innovative potential and growth of industrialised and industrialising 
economies. In so far as our present discussion is concerned, not only are new materials 
emerging as an R&D-intensive high technology set of activities, but technical change in an 
array of high technology industries is constrained and conditioned by the creation and 

application of the requisite materials systems. 

The flow of advanced materials systems, components, devices and sub-assemblies, can 
exercise considerable direct and indirect influence on the generation and diffusion of new 

technologies in an expanding array of downstream industries and thereby on investment and 
economic activity as a whole. New materials require the redesign of products and manufac
turing processes, thus leading to the obsolescence of existing stock of fixed capital and 
associated infrastructure, and provide the incentive and opportunity for the progressive 

diffusion of more efficient and competitive technologies in the productive base of the 
economy. At the same time, new knowledge-intensive machinery, equipment and process
ing plant. which embody the fusion of advanced materials, electronic and sensor technolo
gies. travel back and progressively transform, indeed revolutionise, the mining, materials 
processing and fabrication and the machine-producing engineering sectors. The materials 
industries can then generate a process of cumulative and mutually reinforcing, and to a 
degree, interdependent technological advance and fixed capital formation across a wide 
front. They constitute the strategic industries par excellence in the 1990s not only by virtue 
of the knowledge-, skill-. science-, and R&D-intensity, but also due to their location in the 
physico-technical interdependencies and vertical, horizontal and circular flows charac
terising modem industrial systems producing and using fixed capital. 

Economic and technological forces are today inexorably leading to a restructuring of 
industry throughout the IAC's and several NIE's towards high technology activities which 
strongly depend on access to and mastery of frontier scientific and ~ngineering knowledge 
and associated basic research. Furthermore, we are witnessing the steady erosion of the 
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boundaries between the physical sciences and even between them and the life scienc~. 
while several complex technologies are currently converging. A precondition for successful 
R&D and innovation in high technology is therefore the existence of a domestic, highly 
developed scientific and engineering infrastructure and network of multidisciplinary cen
tres of excellence on which firms can draw and synergistically combine in their research and 
development. Collaborative alliances between firms, and between firms, universities and 

government laboratories play a crucial role, but are not a substitute for in-house R&D 
capabilities Similarly, access to foreign sources of frontier scientific and technological 
advance. although important is not a substitute for domestic frontier scientific skills and 
competence. Once the latter are run dmm then foreign advances in knowledge may not be 
comprehensible let alone appropriable, given the speed and complexity of additions to the 
stock of knowledge. The questions that must be addressed by policy makers today therefore 
concern the identification of the set of preconditions which must be met if advanced 
materials and the rest of high technology industries are to conduct successful R&D and 
remain competitive in the world market. Market failure in the form, for example, of the 
public good nature of basic scientific endeavour, or ·•too slow" or "too little" direction of 
resources into complex, risky expensive, long run R&D, may undermine the growth of 
specific :1igh technology and thus require corrective intervention and actions. Our discus
sion highlights the fact that the strategic and critical importance of advanced materials high 
technolO,b'Y activities provide a strong argument for a thorough re-examination of the proper 
domain and delimitation of the responsibilities of the government and the market in the 
scientific and technological rea!ities of the I 990s. The technological linkages and externali
ties identified below further reinfore these arguments. 

4.7.2 Advanced materials R&D and technology spillover effects 

Knowledge generated in new materials R&D and synthesis and processing technologies can 
flow outside the firm assisting the R&D effort of a wide range of materials producing and 
using firms. R&D activities on final product and processes in user industries depends on 
R&D activities by materials producers and in many cases must be undenaken jointly and 

simultaneously. The production technologies of materials producers. users and equipment 
suppliers are mutually interdependent. Advanced materials and associated processing, 
measurement, characterisation technologies and standards stimulate and facilitate technical 
advance across the industrial spectrum. Technological breakthroughs or advances in spe
cific technologies depend on the satisfactory development of a set of pre-existing and 
interdependent technologies and cumulative stocks of expertise and know hew, many of 
which are materials related. 

4.7.3 National or local technological interdependencies and K&D spillovers 

High technology industries, are embedded in a national network of specialised materials and 
component suppliers ( 15,000 in the USA aerospace industry), academia, research institutes 
and centres of excellence, personal contacts and information networks, in mutually suppor-
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tive roles. In tum, materials producers (and in-house materials R&D of users) are also 
deeply embedded in local and national networks of university, government and industrial 
R&D centres, information flows, personal relationships, professional societies, supporting 
infrastructure. technical and standards services and so on. Successful R&D in high technol

ogy depends on, reinforces and deepens the local or national accumulation of skills, 
know-how end specialised supplier bases. Successful materials R&D reinforces the local or 

national materiais ~cience and engineering infrastructure and promotes technical change 
across key high-technology sectors, which rely on state-of-the-art, knowledge intensive 
materials systems tailored to end use performance requirements. The decline or disappear
ance of the advanced materials supplier base entails the destruction of a broad range of 
scientific. engineering and processing know-how and thereby, the loss of competitiveoess 
of high technology industries. The decline of high technology industries may erode the 
advanced materials infrastructure and supplier base, thus inhibiting future innovation and 
competitiveness of major segments of the manufacturing industry. 

4.7.4 Successive trajectories of interc.~pendent technologies 

The historically accumulated domestic materials science. design, synthesis, characterisation 

and processing skills and know-how and the proliferation of a network of specialised 
supplier firms is crucial for facilitating the successful development of current technologies 
and the sequential development and mastery of next generation and related new technolo

gies and industries in a process of dynamic adjustment of the industrial structure. It is 
doubtful whether economies in the 1990s can opt out of specific stages in complex and 
evolving technological trajectories and then easily re-enter at a later stage, in the 21st 
century having destroyed domestic skills, know-how and supplier networks. 

4. 7 .5 Government policy support for materials basic research 

Research and development in new materials is strongly rooted in advances in fundamental, 
frontier knowledge in the physical sciences. Government support is required in the provi

sion of the basic scientific inputs which facilitate materials R&D of sophisticated and 
advanced materials systems to meet escalating performance requirements of user industries. 
Moreover. research into certain new materials can be of a long duration (10 years), 
expensive and risky. Here the government must support basic scientific endeavour and 
pre-commercial technology development at universities, government laboratories and pri
vate industry (directly or through fiscal incentives) and assist the formation of collaborative 
research between them. Moreover, it can provide the necessary scientific, metrology and 
instrumentation infrastructure plus standard and information disseminatio11 to enable suc
cessful R&D and innovation to take place. These forms of government-industry-academia 
interactions not onl~ orientate the scientific endeavour to industrial need'.; but, moreover, 

provide early competitive advantage to domestic clusters of interrelated firms and indus
tries. 
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4.8 The USA Tttbnolt1gy Policy: Commercial Reorientation of Federal R&D 

4.8. l Partnership betwttn governmmt and industry, commercialization of R& D 

In February 1993 the new Clinton Administration unveiled its technology plan23 . It 
acknowledges that technology acts as the engine of economic growth, underpinning up to 
two thirds of US productivity gro\\'th since the 1930s. Today. it argues. international 
competitiveness depends on new knowledge-based growth indtJstries where continuous 
technical change is rapidly transformed into commercial products for the world market 
Moreover. new best practice manufacturing technologies utilise energy and materials more 
efficiently and dramatically reduce emironmental emissions and other forms of pollution. 

Hence the Administration "ishes to promote technology as a catalyst for energy-efficient. 
emironmentally compatible. high-skill. high wage. high employment. long run gro"1h. by 

J _ Directly supponing the development. commercialisation and deployment of new 
technology; 

2. Fiscal and regulatory policies that indirectly promote these activities; 

3. Investment in education and trainin~ and 

4. Suppon for critical transponation and communication infrastructures 

With regard to item I .. the new Administration confirms the fact that the defac:to VS 
technology policy in the post-war period simply consisted of providing suppon for basic 
science and mission-orientated research conducted at NASA. the Defense Depanment and 
other agencies. In essence. it relied on defense and space-related R&D and technological 
innovation to spin-off or trickle down to civilian industry. while federal suppon for 
commercial technology was minimal. This approach is now seen as completely inappropri
ate in today's technological and world market conditions where the USA is facing serious 
challenges from economies with strong government suppon for commercial technologies 
The plan therefore proposes a multifaceted strategy for government-industry cooperation in 
suppon of the development, commercialisation and use of new technology in private 
industry. The Administration plans to modify the modu.'i operandi of Federal agencies in 
order to encourage much greater cooperation with industry in areas of mutual benefit. In this 
manner it is hoped that a far greater amount of federal R&D funds and research will be 
channelled towards (pre-competitive) research of commercial relevance. and where appro
priate, the promotion of the broad application and diffusion of new technologies and 
associated know-how. 

At the level of R&D and associated technological development, the main instrument for the 
new commercially orientated approach will be the cost-sharing R&D pannership between 
government and industry. All US Federal agencies and the 726 federal laboratories will be 
encouraged to form partnerships with industry, thereby meeting both government and 
industry needs. The new approach is especially relevant for the Department of Defense 
(DoD), which accounts for 56 per cent of all fe.ieral R&D. The already high number of 
dual-use projects at the DoD will increase significantly in the years to come. More 
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specifically. in order to strengthen government-industry cooperation and provide more 
federal support for commercial MD. the plan proposes: 

• To increase the ratio of civilian and dual use R&D to purely military R&D (From 
41:59 in 1993 to 50:50 by 1998. with civilian R&D spending rising from USS 
27.9 billion to USS 36.6 billion respectively). 

• To expand the commerce Department's Advanced Technology Programme 
(ATP) significantly. 

• To rename the Defense Advanced Projects Agency (DARPA) to Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) 

• To instigate new Department of Energy programmes designed to increase 
energy efficiency in industry. transportation and buildings and new renewable 
energy programmes. 

• ALP. ARP A and other federal agencies to pay special attention to mmufacturing 
R&D programmes. SEMA TECH receives matching funds from DoD and will 
serve as a model for federal consortia funded to advan~e other critical technolo
gies. eg. the development of a new au:omobile. new construction technologies, 
intelligent control and sensor technologies, rapid phototyping and environmen
tally conscious manufacturing. 

• To re\iew all federal laboratories managed by DoD. the Department of Energy 
and NASA. which can make a contribution to civilian technology with the aim 
of devoting at least 10-20 per cent of their budgets to R&D partnerships with 
industry. 

• To ensure that federal agencies remove all obstacles to cooperative R&D 
agreements (CRADA 's) and facilitate industry-laboratory cooperation through 
other means. 

• To strengthen the Federal Coordinating Council for Science. Engineering. and 
Technology (FCCSET). (Initiatives are currently underway in advanced super
computers and computer networks, mathematics and science education, materi
als processing, biotechnology. advanced manufacturing and research into cli
mate systems understanding). 

In commercialisation, both the reorientation of federal R&D and cooperative R&D pro

grammes are seen as playing an important role. together with tax and regulatory reforms. 
Additional measures include the formation of Regional Technology Alliances and Agile 

Manufacturing Programme~. In terms of access and use of new technologies. programmes 

are proposed to ensure that all manufacturing firms. especially the 360,000 small- to 
medium-sized firms, have access to new technologies. This includes the creation of a 
national network of manufacturing extension centres, the expansion of manufacturing 

expertise in the classroom programme, and Department of Labour programmes to imple
ment high performance work organisation principles. 

The plan states that technical advances depend on basic research in science, mathematics 

and engineering. The US Federal government has invested substantial resources in basic 
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research since the second world war. resulting in arguably the best network of centres of 
excellence in basic and fundamental research in the world. The aim of the Administration is 
to continue to prmride strong support for basic research. stable funding for projects that 
require continuity and the setting of clear priorities in such funding. Programmes deemed as 
of a high priority will receive sustained support. 

Given the importance of university research for long run scientific and technological 
capabilities. the adequate and sustained funding of university research grant programmes 
through the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health is considered 
essential. Howe,·er. national laboratories pro,ide would class facilities in fields such as 

materials science. high-energy physics. biomedical science, nuclear physics and aeronautics 
for the use of researchers from universities. Federal laboratores and industry Su~h labora
tories" ill continue to be supported so as to enable them to maintain their key contribution to 
the conduct of basic research, while. at the same time. cooperative R&D progr-4111mes 
between rhe laboratories. universities and industry "ill be encouraged 

4.8.2 Information infrastructure 

Bringing about a new technological revolution through the creation of a vast information 
infrastructure based on high-speed fibre-optic networks is the cornerstone of the Admini
stration· s strate!:,'Y for reviralising the American economy into the next century. Greater 

efficiencies in the transmission and accessibility of information is crucial to all sector of the 
economy. and is increasingly providing the springboard for the creation of new business 
opportunities Moreover. access to super computing power ~ill have an enormous impact 
on the conduct of scientific research. the design of complex products and industrial 
processes and more efficient manufacturing operations, to name but a few. To this end, the 
Administration intends to implement the High-performance Computing and Communica
tions Programme (established by the High-Performance Computing Act of 1991 ), .=reate a 
Task Force en Information Infrastructure and an Information Infrastructure Technology 
Programme. and provide funding for networking pilot projects 

President Clinton is aiming24 to spend USS 4 billion over a four-y2r period to ensure the 
success of this project, and in this he is finding enthusiastic suppon from US industry. It is 
estimated that these "electronic highways" could generate up to USS 3,500 million in 
revenue at the beginning of the century. a sum representing half of the nation's present GNP. 

4.8.J Govrrnment-industry R&D alliance for next generation automobiles 

A striking new initiative was announced in October 1993 in which the government and the 
automobile industry would join in an R&O alliance to create an efficient and ecologically 
friendly vehicle for the 21st century. The aim of the partnership, that may cost billions of US 
dollars, is to produce a car that travels 80 miles to the gallon (the average for 1990 being 21 
mpg in the USA). is safe. low-polluting and affordable. A prototype is to be build by the 
year 2003. 
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This approach highlights the shift in the Clinton Administration's new industrial policy. 
Here automotive engineers from General Motors. Ford and Chrysler will join scientists and 
engineers. previously working on defense projects. from government research laboratories 
such as Sandia in New Mexico and Lawrence Livermore in California_ The research aim is 
to seek a replacement for the internal combustion engine_ Initial efforts would focus on 
advanced catalysts for lean-bum engines. electrical-power systems and energy conservation 
via fly-wheels. ultracapacitors. new generation of batteries or new types of storage systems. 
Research will also focus on new generation light materials for the body structure. such as 
aluminium. polymer composites and graphite. 

4.9 Japanese industrial policy: advanced materials, the national innovation system 
and high technology push in the 1910s and 1990s 

4.9.1 lbe National Innovation System: from catching-up to pionttr of 
f ontier technologies 

Whereas the US research system has until recently. been dominaterl by an overwhelming 
emphasis and orientation towards defense-related R&D. and thereby reliance on commer
cial spin-offs. Japan faces no such burdens in the allocation of her scientific. engineering 
and financial resources, almost all of which could be channelled towards commercially 
driven R&D eff ons. The US system. based on scientific excellence and orientated towards 
relevance for defence. has of recent been ci1allenged by Japan. a latecomer successfully 
catching up in several technologies and industries in which the USA reigned supreme less 
than two decades ago. US research is currently attempting to respond and learn from the 
Japanese challenge. while the Japanese national R&D system is reorganising in response to 
the needs of frontier technologies and is learning from the inventiveness. creativity and 
research excellence associated with her European and US competitors The stage is set for 
intense competition in high technology as several IAC's and NIE's are reforming their 
research system and linking it to the manufacturing base of their economies. The USA is 
unrivalled in basic scientific research, which is currently being redirected towards industrial 
needs. with a parallel and strong emphasis on building up manufacturing and engineering 
skills The successful integration of US research with manufacturing skills will pose serious 
threats to Japanese industry in the future. On the other hand, Japan is, at present. unri-.·alled 
in manufacturing, and is currently building up her domestic and international R&D skills in 
order to be able to conduct original and state-of-the-art R&D in high technolo!:,ry. moving 
beyond imitator to creator5° of new technologies. 

As Okimoto ( 1989) points out, if the strength of the defense oriented US R&D system lies in 
its pioneering character, and in the creation and fostering of infant high-technology indus
tries within the military R&D and government procurement complex, .. "the strength of 
Japan's system lies in its capacity to conven breakthroughs in basic knowledge swiftly into 
tangible products on store shelves. Japan's commercially oriented and market-driven R&D 
system is based on painstaking consensus bu!lding, government-industry co-operation, an 
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emphasis on advancing the not very glamorous but commercially decisive area of process 
technology, cost effective resource allocation, information sharing. technology diffusion, 
and a singularity offOC'.Js on commercial applications". (1989, p.67). 

The Japanese emphasis on process technologies, manufacturing engineering and commer
cial application, in the context of kai:e11 activities, is of paramount significance. It forms a 
central part of the explanation of Japanese ability to catch up with front runners in several 
technologies and industries in the space of a generation. It is also bound to play an equally 

significant role in the next stage of industrial development based on next generation frontier 
technologies and the sequential development of successive generations of these. 

It is crucially important to recognise that Japanese industrial policy51 and the national R&D 

system were, until the late 1970s, directed towards catching-up with technologies pioneered 
elsewhere. However, objective economic and market conditions, such as the liberalisation 
of the economy. the state of development of existing technologies and competition from the 
NlE's. ha\·e forced Japan to shift from late comer to pioneer of frontier technologies, while 
retaining traditional screngths in process technologies. It is of course relatively easier to 
identify. enter, systematically develop, and catch-up and dominate pre-existing technolo
gies, than to select a portfolio of promisi11g new frontier technologies and engage in risky, 
expensive. original and complex fundamental and applied research Y.ith greatly uncertain 
outcomes on technological development and commercialisation. Not only is the technology 
foresight and selection process fraught with greater difficulties, but the national innovation 

system must be in possession of an inventive creativity, skills, know-how, resources and 
public and private centres of scientific excellence, which are the prerequisites for successful 
basic R&D underpinning and response to frontier technological developments. The nature 
and instruments therefore of Japanese industrial and technology policies have been re
sponding to the new circumstances of the 1980s and 1990s. MITI has, for example, 
jettisoned the cruder set of industrial policy interve!ltionist instruments employed in the 
earlier catch-up period (e.g. in automobiles, steel or semiconductors in the 1970s) since they 
became increasingly inappropriate to the requirements of high technology52 · 

An important characteristic of high technology R&D is that it operates close to and depends 
upon frontier scientific knowledge. Without in-house basic scientific research capabilities 
and access to frontier knowledge, generated domestically and abroad, a firm will soon fall 

behind state-of-the-art R&D and its technology development will face limits from the side 
of fundamental knowledge ( e g., in the next generation quantum electronic devices). Gi•:en 

the "public good" nature of much of basic scientific research there arises the problem of 
who pays for it. Clearly the level of scientific endeavour may be socially subopticaJ in a 
market economy, especially since high technology firms already incurring heavy applied 
R&D expenditures and investment outlays in plant facilities may be unable or unwilling to 
finance upstream scientific research, which, none the less, may be crucial to future competi
tiveness of technologiesthat constantly push at the limits of knowledge. 

Government has a clearly defined role in correcting for market failure in the level of basic 



research undertaken in an economy. through the direct funding or underwriting of the costs 
of basic research and/or the provision of fiscal incentives and the legal framework which 
would induce private corporation to commit their own funds to basic R&D If invention and 
innovation in high technology depends on breakthroughs in fundamental scientific knowl
edge. but the latter retains the characteriS!ics of an inexhaustible public good, which 
moreover is associated with ever increasing costs and uncertainties, then governments can 
and do directly intervene to improve social outcomes. However, it is not sufficient for 
government to simply under\Y1ite the costs of basic research and then hope that somehow 
this finds its way into commercial application. A r:mge of instruments can be employed, 
which ensure both a higher level of basic. research undertaken a11d its transmission into 
applied R&D and commercialisation. That is. it is both a matter of supporting fundamental 
research and channelling it to or enabling it to respond to the needs of downstream applied 
R&D. technological development and commercialisation. Here. governments can pro
mote53 commercial R&D in high technology by offering fiscal incentives. facilitating or 
organising co-operati~e R&D projects, transfer technology from university and government 
laboratories to the private sector, eliminate duplication of the research effort, enable the 
attainment of reseaich economies of scale and create the legal framework that facilitates 
inter-firm cooperation in pre-commercial research. Japanese industrial policy has been 
active in all these areas in response to what it percei .-es to be legitimate causes for 
government intervention (see Table 5). Given, for example. lifetime employment practices 
in Japanese industries technological spillover effects are impeded This provides a strong 
rationale for government intervention to facilitate the greater diffusion of knowledge and 
technology across industrial firms. Collaborative R&D consortia and projects meet several 
of the criteria above. 

Industrial policy to promote high technology includes macroeconomic fiscal and monetary 
measures conducive to the growth and health of such industries displaying high income 
elasticity of demand and the provision of appropriately skilled and technically proficient 
human resources. MITI has not been rlirectly involved in influencing the educational system 
to assess the needs of industrial development. However, we must refer lu an important 
consequence of MITl's industrial policy, namely the impact of "visions" of the long term 
evolution of the industrial structure, which ~xercises considerable influence on the choice of 
educational path and employment preferences of Japanese students. High-growth and 
strategic high technology sectors of the future tend to attract the best and brightest of Japan's 

graduates. Moreover. individual companies orientate their R&D and new business depart
ments in line with these "visions" in order that they attract the cream5"' of university 

students. especially in science-related subjects. 

We will not engage here in a detailed and historical examination of the extent and "fairness" 
or otherwise of MITl's industrial targeting and promotion of strategic industries through 
subsidies. infant industry protection, promotion of exports, "buy-Japanese" policies, etc. 
As Okimoto ( 1989) points out at length, MITI has indeed made several mistakes. and, a 
number of industries grew to world class standards without MITJ's industrial targeting and 
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infant nurturing. Indeed. industrial targeting is exercised in a variety of guises by govern
ments around the world. Rather, given that Japan continues to select specific industries for 
promotion we will focus on more recent efforts to accelerate technical change in a series of 
high technology intlustries in so far as they relate to the concern of this chapter. 

4.9.2 Technology push through national R&D projects 

It is important to recognise that Japanese industrial policy attempts to predict and plan for 
technological and industrial life cycles. That is, MITI's .. visions" for the future are 
informed by an in-depth consensual understanding of the lifecycle of specific technologies 
and an attempt to "plan" for the phasing out of obsolete technologies and the optimal 
phasing in of new generations of technology and indeed of radical technological revolu
tions. From very early on in the 1980s, several55 high technology industries have been 
identified as providing the basis for the growth of the Japanese economy in the 1990s and 
into the 21st century. However, the arrival of Japanese industry to frontier technologies has 
necessitated that close attention be paid to the reorganisation and upgrading of Japan's basic 
research capabilities in order to meet the requirer.tents of frontier innovators. and pioneers. 
In order to correct for perceived scientific deficiencies and reorganise upstream basic 
research, the Japanese government has initiated a series of very ambitious national R&D 
projects aimed at catapulting Japan to the very frontiers and beyond of high t.~chnology, (for 
the current content ofMITl's projects see insets below). 

All national research projects in Japan conform to the criteria briefly mentioned earlier. The 
aim is to conduct basic precommercial research on technologies of seminal importance to 
the future of Japanese industry and society. In pursuing this goal, collaboration between 
firms and between firms, universities and the government is viewed as a necessary and 
sensible approach. The focus is on upstream basic research and pre-commercial generic 
technology development, which is too costly, risky and of such a long time horizon that 
individual firms will have too little incentive or resources to undertake ifleft to themselves. 
The government therefore steps in to encourage resources to flow into basic R&D in 
consonance with the collective needs of selected strategic or priority industries and of the 
economy as a whole. Common to all projects are the following elements: 

1. Anticipated long gestation periods 

2. The presence of a high degree of uncertainty and risk 

3. Heavy R&D expenditures 

4. The development of precommercial prototypes 

5. The existence of economies of scale in research 

6. The presence of steep learning curves 

7. The potential for improvements in processing and manufacturing technologies 

8. The potential for commercial application across a series ofindustries, and 
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9 _ The promise oflarge intersectoral multiplier effects on the economy56 
_ 

4.9.3 National R&D projects benefit the economy in several ways 

The provision of a "vision" of the futJre evolution of the industrial structure and the 

identification and selection of the relevant seminal technologies on which to organise 
national research projects and provide seed57 money helps R&D departments of several 
companies to select research priorities_ As is often the case in Japan, once a number of 
leading Japanese corporations decide to move along a specific technological path, many of 
the others will fo!!ow, so that the whole industry pursues a particular R&D and commercial
isation objective with single minded detennination, increasing the probability of success_ 
Technological spillovers throughout the economy follow from the government practices of 
making most patents available to all companies on a non-discriminating basis. Further, 

national projects avoid wasteful duplication of the research effort by dividing up labour 
across institutions. while minimising the risk of crowding out research undertaken in 
company laboratories along parallel lines. Here, it must be stressed that national R&D 
projects in no way intend to replace corporate R&D. Rather they act so as to complement 

and enhance it In fact, as we point out elsewhere in this study, corporate R&D laboratories 
have not only grown markedly in size and number, but have also ovenaken public sector 
laboratories in terms of research capabilities. Most of the R&D effort in Japa., today is still 
conducted by private company laboratories. The contribution of the national R&D projects 
is in the generation of pre-commercial generic technologies which companies can then 
exploit through applied R&D, technological d~velopment and commercialisation. The 
applied R&D and commercialisation stage is fiercely competitive between companies, and 
constitutes the main driving for..:e and source of competitive advantage for Japanese 
companies in the global market place. This point highlights the fact that simply listing 
critical technologies and even organising58 R&D projects, if at all feasible. around them, are 
not enough. The ability of Japanese companies to coJT1petitively commercialise technologi
cal breakthroughs through integrated applied R&D and manufacturing skills has played, 
and will continue to play, a determining role. 

Given that several projects are still ongoing it is difficult to offer a conclusive or full verdict 
as to their imponance or effectiveness. However, they appear to have made contributions on 
a wide front viewed by Okimoto to comprise of the following: 

"/. ldemifying the seminal technologies on which R&D cooperation can take place; 

2. Promoting extemive generation and exchange of information between industry, 
government, universities, and the financial community; 

3. A /locating more R& D expenditures and subsides for private companie.fi, which are 
e.fipec1al/y useful during cyclical downturns; 

./. HelpinK companie.fi conduct themselves to the long term development of vital 
pre-commercial technologies; 
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5. Transfe"i11g know-how from go,--emment to corporate laboratories: 

6. E11couraging and facilitating close contact amongst scie11tists and engineers: 

7. Diffusing pre-commercial technologv throughout a11 ec<Y11omy where career-/011g 
emp/o_J,ment limits the speed a'ld scope of diffusion; and 

8. Equalising technological capabilities amo11g leading firms and i111~11sifyi11g the 
need to den?lop new products a11d process technologies. Of these co11trihutio11s the 
la'itfour have hee11ofpartic11/ar importance". (1989, p72) 

A final point here relates to MITI's capacity to chart future research directions in frontier 

technologies when it cannot draw from the success and failures of front runners. The 
penalties to industry from MITl's selection of wrong technologies or mechanisms for their 
attainment could be enormous The likelihood though of picking the wrong technological 
paths is minimised by the very process oftechnology foresight and selection in which Mffl 
is always engaged. In order to identify the future direction of technological evolution or 
revolutions and where the promising areas for com;nercialisation lie, MITI cl'lnducts very 
derailed discussions with private industry, scientists and engineers. academia and financial 
analysts, collecting the most up to date and thorough information available. The selection of 
the technological paths to be followed is a result of deeply informed and consensual 
approach in which private industry participates fully. The likelihood of failure is thereby 
minimised, but of course, not eliminated. Those who argue against the g~vemment being 
able to "pick winners" construct a "straw man", which bears no resemblance to the reality 
and complexity of the consensual and market-led industrial and technology policy forma
tion in Japan, which may or may not be able to be emulated in different national settings in 
the West But the latter ir a different issue. Secondly, it is not clear that market forces left 
entirely to themselves could perform better in the selection and subsequent generation and 
commercialisation of new technologies, especially if, as we argue, government support is 
required at several stages of the R&D process. Thirdiy, tt is folly to expect MITI-type 
targeting of specific industries and associated technologies to always be successful and out 
perform commercialisation of the same technology abroad by fims subject to different ur 
less direct relations with their government, the recent developments in HDTV being a prime 
example. To deduce from the faster USA and European technological development of 
HDTV that, erroneously the government cannot "pick winners", or that the "market", 
whatever that is in high technology, is always better or preferable or more efficient than a 
joint government-industry collaborative approach is not rational and can be dangerously 
misleading in the 1990s. Western industry can and will out perform Japar.ese industry in 
specific technologies. It does not mean that all of MITI's National Projects will faiJ59 to 
deliver decisive commercial advantages and a headstart to Japanese industry in a range of 
technologies over the next ten years, or that western govemme11ts can afford to place 
complete reliance on markets to bring forth the same technologies. If we take the I atter view, 
the almost complete lack of a science, technology and industrial policy and a heavy 
emphasis on the market in the UK over the last fourteen years ought to have resulted in a 
renaissance of manufacturing and the successful development of high-technology segments 
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF AVIATION TECHNOLOGIES 

UICllAFT 
INDUITRY 

Source: Business Tokyo, February 1990. 
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of industry (e.g. aerospace). Fourthly, the MITI (or AST) approach is not simply confined to 
the development of technologies with purely commercial application, but is rather far more 
broadly based in terms of identifying technologies that may have seminal socio-economic 
implications. Unless the government together with industry makes a committed, long-run 
R&D effort such technologies may never evolve. Or, it identifies serious health, envi
ronmental or energy problems that require solution. Again, if a joint industry-government 
long-run approach is not taken, the technological solution may never be obtained. If there are 
commercial rewards for such an endeavour (e.g. in environmental technologies), so much 
the better. Again, these considerations are absent in the narrowly defined can the government 
pick winners debate. 
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HSEDAI Programme Budgets, 1981 to 1992 
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THE R&D PROGRAMME ON BASIC TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR FUTIJRE INDUSTRIES 

(nSEDAI PROGRAMME) 

Research and Development Programme on Basic Technologies for Future Industries ( JiseR
esearch and Development Programme on Basic Technologies for Future Industrit.s (Jisedai 
Programme) was initiated in 1981 by MITI as part of a national industrial policy designed to 
promote R&D in innovative basic technologies deemed indispensable for the next genera
tion of industries in aerospace. information technologies and biotechnology. as well as 
upgrade a broad range of existing industries. Whereas in the previous stage of industrial 
development the emphasis was on the application and development of pre-existing and 
globally available invention and technology, it is widely recognised that Japan must now 
promote the indigenous research and development of fundamental technologies which 
would underpin the emergence of a new ge.aeration ofindustries in the context of a growing 
and evolving industrial structure into the next century. 

It must be emphasised that the sele~tion, implementation and evaluation of the national 
R&D projects is undertaken through a trilateral framework involving very close and 
meticulous cooperation between MITI. the national research institutes (under MITI's 
Agency of Industrial Science and Technology. AIST). universities and private industry. 
The criteria for selection involved the following elements : 

i. These basic, but extensively innovative technologies. will have major 
and far reaching effects as they .JifTuse in a wide range ofindustries with 
large intersectoral linkages in the economy. 

11. R&D on these technologies generally requires the commitment of very 
large sums for long periods of time (on an average ten years) with 
uncertain outcomes and commercialisation prospects. They are therefore 
too expensive, complex and risky for individual private corporations to 
undertake on their own. 

111. They involve basic technologies with potential applications at rome time 
in the future. 

In addition to the three explicit criteria above, it is recognised that R&D in the selected basic 
technologies will have beneficial technology spillover effects in the global community 
consistent with the present stage of economic development and expectations regarding 
Japan's contribution to basic and applied research. Due to their importance and scope, the 
projects have attracted international interest, and benefits are expected to flow from Japan 
through international exchanges and joint reseai·ch. 
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nSEDAI PROGRAMME ORGANISATION 

MITI 

Industrial Development Council 
Next generation Technology Development Committee 

Planning Office of Basic Technology for F~ture Industries 
(Agency of Industrial Science and Technology) 

Promotion Committee 
Coordinator 

National Research Institutes 

Evaluation Committee 

New Energy and Industrial 
Technology Organisation (NEDO) 

R&D laboratories of private 
firms and university R&D 

The R&D method employs a parallel system whereby research and development activities 
are simultaneously pursued at a number of participating research institutions. For each 
theme a ·Basic R&D Plan' is established with preset development targets in order to 
monitor progress and evaluate results over the ten-year period. Proje;cts are assigned to 
national research institutes while other projects are contracted through NEDO to private 
corporations and universities on a merit basis. 

MITI's Next Generation Industrial Technology Planning Office promotes the JISEDAI 
Pr~ramme and coordinates it with industrial policies. The Industrial Technology Council 
discusses the Basic R&D Plan set over a ten-year period, while the Promotion Committee 
coordinates and discusses at research implementation level the ongoing R&D projects at 
government and private research laboratories R&D coordinators provide a long-term 
guidance and direct R&D projects. 

In FY 1992. there were eleven ongoing R&D projects as shown below in five fields: super
conductivity. new materials, biotechnology, new electron devices and software. 

As of the end of FY 1991, 602 patents were issued, and 9, 773 research results presented to 
the public, including papers presented in Japan and abroad. The JISEDAI Industrial Basic 
Technolllgy Symposium is the main instrument for the presentation of research results on a 
yearly basis and is open to the public. 
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LIST OF NATIONAL R&D PROJECTS FY 1992 

Fields 

Superconductnity (one project) 

! 
I Subjects 
! 

i SupercoRlucting materials and devices 
·~--~~~~~-~~~-,,__~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~ 

New Materials (five projects) i High performance ceramics 

i High performance materials for severe em'irorunej 
i Photo-reacti"e materials 

I Biourhoology (two projects) 

I New electron de\'ices (two projects) 

~~ (O~ project) 

: Non-linearphotonic marcrials 
: Silicon-based polymers 

Molecular assemblies for a fun:lional protein system · 
i Production and utlization technology of complex 
: caJbohydrates 

: Bio-electronics dC\·ices 
i Quantum functional del.·ices 
! 
i New models for software an:hitecture 

The case study on the Japanese National R&D Project on High-Temperature Materials 
illustrates the close interdependence between the development of high-technology indus
tries of the future and solutions offered from the side of materials science and engineering. 
Industrial policy must increasingly coordinate with materials policy in delineating the 
advanced materials technologies required for next generation industries, and the new 
materials with the greatest potential for the creation of new industries and/or resolution of 
energy/environmental/societal needs. However, many of the new materials designed for 
exceedingly high performance requirement can only be arrived at through persistent, risky 
and expensive R&D efforts over a long time horizon. It is here that government intervention 
attempts to correct for market failure through the supply of the scientific infrastructure and 
finance, the provision of fiscal incentives for more private research effort and the bringing 
together of universities, government laboratories and industry in conducting generic or 
pre-competitive basic research, which might otherwise not be forthcoming if reliance were 
placed on market forces alone. This collaborative research on generic technologies facilities 
the transmission of new knowledge to commercial applications, provides a head-start to 
domestic firms, leads to the diffusion of new technologies in the industrial base and 
provides essential inputs to in-house applied R&D and commercialisation of new technolo
gies by fiercely competing firms. It must be stressed that the R&D projects place consider
able emphasis on the development of processing technologies and standards. 
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R&D PROJECT ON HIGH-PERFORMANCE MA TERIA~ 
FOR SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS -1989 to 1996 

Several R&D projects are being implemented or studied which relate to technologies at 
ultra-high temperatures. The aims of the projects is to promote next generation technologies 
and industries for the 21st century. including aerospace [(the development of space planes. 
supersonic transport systems (SST's). HyperSonic systems (HST's)], energy resource 
development of coal gasification power generation systems and nuclear fusion reactors, and 
new materials manufacturing processes and equipment. Achieving these industrial. energy 
and environmental objectives requires the development of next generation ultra-high 
temperature materials with projectiles and perfonnance characteristics not attained by 
existing materials. The new materials must be exceptionally light. possess enonnous 
strength and must be able to function in environments with severe oxidation and corrosion. 
and where temperatures may reach as high as 2,000°C. 

This R&D project therefore aims to develop technologies for advanced lightweight struc
tural materials capable of withstanding severe environments, exhibiting superlative specific 
strength and rigidity, resistance to thermal shocks, thermal fatigue and oxidation, and in 
particular, capable of withstanding temperatures as high as 1,000 to 2,000°C, for use in 
aerospace, energy generation and manufacturing equipment. Today, the typical heat-resis
tance structural materials for high temperature application (e.g. jet engines) are iron-based, 
nickel-based and cobalt-base superalloys. Despite the successful application of computer
aided alloy design and the development of a single-crystal turbine blade alloy in Japan, it is 
difficult to improve the temperature capability of nickel-based all"ys to 1,300°C, even with 
the addition of alloying elements, the reinforcement of tungsten fibre or a plasma sprayed 
thermal barrier coating. Other classes of materials are expected to surpass superalloys in 
heat-resistance. In metallic materials, alloys of intermetallic compounds and refractory 
metal; in composite materials, carbon/carbon (C/C) and ceramic matrix composites (CMC); 
and from ceramic materials, non-oxide ceramics such as sialon, Sic and SiJN4. 

R&D Targets: To establish the basic technologies for the development of intermetallic 
compounds with excellent isotropic strength, oxidation resistance and toughness in high 
temperature environments, and advanced materials capable of withstanding severe environ
ments and possessing excellent heat resistance and specific strength at high temperatures. 
The project aims to develop the following materials: 

t. lntermetallic compounds 

• High Specific Strength Intermetallic compounds. 
Compounds with a specific strength (strength/specific gravity) of over 1 OOMPa 
at 1, 1 OOOOC, and elongation of over 3 per cent at room temperature. 



Target material: The target for development here is a Ti Al-based intermetallic 
compound. 

Manufacturing processes: A Ti Al thin plate manufacturing process (sheet 
casting and isothermal rolling processing). Another is near net shape forming 
using powder injection moulding. 

• High Melting Point lntennetallic Compounds. 
Compounds with a tensile strength of over 75MPa at l ,800°C, and elongation of 
over 3 per cent at room temperarure. 

Target materials: The niobium-aluminium (Nb-Al) system was selected as the 
target here. 

Processing techniques: A precision casting technique and an alloying powder 
preparation technique. 

2. Development of advanced composite materials 

• Carbon/Carbon Composites (Fibre Lay-up 20). Composite materials which 
retain the following mechanical properties after heating for 20 hours in air at 
2,000°oc. 
Tensile strength of over 700MPa. 
Tensile elasticity of over 200 GPa. 
Composite material~ retaining such mechanical properties after heating for 200 
hours in air at 1,800 C. 
Materials studied: five types of carbon fibre, three petroleum-pitch based, one 
coal tar pitch-based and one PAN-based are under research in the four categories 
of: 
1. Performance improvement of carbon fibres (petroleum pitch-based). 

ii. Improvement of matrix (oxidisation inhibition and improvement of car
bonisation yield). 

111. New composite fabrication technologies such as pressurised resin char 
method, chemical vapour infiltration method, high-pressure impregna
tion carbonisation method and composite rod forming method. 

iv. Oxidation resistant coating technology. 

• Fibre-Reinforced Intermetallic Compound Com.posite Materials. (Fibre Lay-up) 
Materials with the following properties at 1, 100 C: 

Te11sile strength of over 1,200 MPa. 
Tensile elasticity of over 180 GPa. 

0 

Materials retaining these mechanical properties after heating for 200 hrs in air at 1, l 00 C 
Materials: Research on the use of the high specific strength TiAl under l above 
in parallel with a SiC fibre!TiAl-based intermetallic compound composite mate
rial. Specific strength and specific stiffness of the composite material are to be 
strengthened by improving the fibre reinforcement. 



Research is under: 
L Development of high performance (heat resistant. high-strength. oxida

tion-resistant) silicon carbide-based fibres. 

11. Improvement of compatibility between fibres and matrices. 

111. Development of composite fabrication technology. 

3. Evaluation Ttthnology 

• Little data exist on evaluation of material characteristics at an ultra-high tem
perature environment Consequently evaluation technologies must be devel
oped. These include the measurement of thermal properties at high temperature 
and technologies for evaluating the mechanical properties and corrosion-and 
oxidation-resistances at high temperatures. 

Anticipated EO'ttts 

I . Aerospace: The development of high performance structural materials 
for severe environments is expected to greatly enhance the feasibility of 
Space Shuttle re-entry vehicles, SST' sand HST's. 

2. Energy generation: Advanced materials with excellent heat resistance, 
radiation resistance and other severe environment resistance are ex
pected to lead to new innovative designs, reliability improvement and 
automation of processes in the energy field, including coal gasification 
power generation systems, nuclear power reactors and nuclear fusion. 

3. Materials processing industries: Advanced materials resisting severe 
environments are expected to enhance the performance and reliability of 
materials processing and manufacturing itself such as ultra-high tem
perature furnaces, smelting furnaces, hot presses and hot isostatic presses 
(HIPs). This in tL1m, will promote materials processing industries and 
will lead to greatly improved high performance materials. 

R&D Set-up and Schedule 

The research project began in February 1989 and covers an eight-year period to completion. 
It involves R&D at six research institutes and laboratories of AIST, nine private companies, 
eight laboratories of the Petroleum Energy Centre (PEC) of the R&D Institute of Metals and 
Composites for Future Industries commissioned by NEDO, with four universities cooperat
ing on common basic technologies. The first four years involve basic studies on the selected 
materials and processes and the last four years involve the establishment of the relevant 
materials, processing and evaluation technologies. 

4.10 Science and technology infrastructure 

Today technology provides the main weapon for competitive advantage, environmental 
compatibility and Jong run growth. However, the generation, successful commercialisation 



and diffusion of new technologies is a very complex process, far more so than in urlier 
periods. requiring the timely provision of inputs and information flows from a diverse 
number of private and public sources_ New technologies such as HDTV, optoelectronics, 
photonics, superconductors and so on, are extremely complex and require far-sighted public 
intervention in the form of a supporting scientific, technological and informational infra
structure, which is in-place and is able to create new relevant knowledge in response to 
emerging industrial needs and facilitate its speedy and efficient diffusion throughout the 
industrial base_ 
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In an important recent contribution Gregory Tassey60, formerly of the US Department of 
Commerce, identifies three areas where government intervention can increasingly correct 
for market failure: 

I. Early-phase R&D 
Here, gow•mment laboratories and the formation of government-industry research 
consortia can facilitate and accelerate the conduct of generic technology research 
up to the applied R&D phase in several technologies such as computers, software, 
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electronic components. superconductivity. advanced materials, robmics. machine 
tools and so on. he enhanced efficiency of early phase generic R&D shortens 
technology life cycles without adverse impact on costs. New generic technologies 
thus become available much earlier to domestic industry. which is then able to 
decide on specific applications, conduct private applied R&D and commercialise 

faster than competitors. 

2. Commercialisation of new technologies: 
The efficiency and speed of technology transfer and diffusion, hence competitive
ness of industries and economies. is greatly assisted by government inS!itutions. 
mechanisms and schemes such as government laboratories. research institutes, 
transfer centres. government-industry cooperative programmes, national exten

sions services. and trade associations. 

Disaggregated Technology Model 

---



Examples of the Application or Advanced Materials for Severe Environments to 
Space Shuttle Vehicles 
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Source: JETRO, December 1991 
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3. Market developmnat: 
Government programmes to enhance productivity and quality and the provision of 
standards and measurement technologies enables companies to move beyond initial 
commercialisation of a new technology, penetrate the world market at the expense of 
foreign competitors and expand market share. 

Furthermore. Tassey points out that contrary to th'! early .. Black Box" view of the process 
by which industrial technology is created as a single economic activity, today technology
based world market competitiveness contains several interrelated but distinct components: 
Product technologies: process technologies; supporting infrastructure technologies: and 
complex sophisticated manufacturing practices so that new technologies can be utilised 
more effectively. 

Product and process technologies have received much government and industry attention in 
several reports. Infrastructure technologies (Infra technologies) comprise of measurement 
methods, test methods, science and engineering data, standards and other information of a 
pervasive and critical importance to industrial technologies. lnfratechnologies. as defined 
by Tassey, are in essence non-proprietary, and are not embodied in a product in the same 
way the core generic technology is. However. they are crucial for the development. 
manufacturing and application of the core technology: 

I. The conduct of basic and applied R& D: 
Ultra precise measurement and testing technologies and organised, evaluated scientific 
and engineering data are essential for the understanding, characterising and interpreting 
research findings and hence the efficient conduct of each phase of R&D. 

2. Efficient manufacturing techniques: 
The existence of extreme environment and ultra-precise measurement and sensor 
technologies enables greater control of manufacturing processes resulting in higher 
quality, more reliable and lowest cost output. 

3. Market development and commercialisation of new technologies: 
Measurement and testing techniques and widely acceptable standards ensure the 
meeting of perfonnances levels and facilitate market acceptance and diffusion of new 
technologically sophisticated products and processes. 

The economic impact of infratechnologies although pervasive is only recently receiving the 
attention it deserves. By its very "public good" nature, complexity and ubiquitness, it is an 
area requiring the visible hand of government intervention through government standards 
laboratories (e.g. the NIST in the USA or the NPL in the UK) and cooperative R&D 
programmes subsequently disseminated to industry as relevant standards. The last compo
nent, namely sophisticated manufacturing practices, has recently been recognised as crucial, 
since it provides the overall framework and market strategy enabling product, process and 
infratechnologies to be developed and effectively utilised for competitive advantage. Many 
of those concerns can also be identified in recent policy discussions in the USA61. 
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S. THE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE OF MATERIALS 
PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 

5.1 Manufacturing engineering and processing skills 

Japan's Economic Planning Agency in a comprehensive report entitled, "A Technology 
Forecast for the 21st Century" (July 1991), evaluated 110 critical technologies and came to 
the conclusion that it significantly lags behind the USA in mar.y '>f those_ Japan only leads 
in 33 technologies, with evident strengths in automation, electronics and transportation. Its 
lead though, is in areas with the greatest potential for coll'mercialisation and market size. 
Out of 17 technologies which could lead to a market size of more than USS 7 billion sales 
per annum in Japan, 13 are located in electronics, with memory devices, HDTV and optical 
communications potentially capturing market sizes of USS 22 billion per annum_ The USA 
is seen to be ahead in 43 technologies, with considerable strengths in energy, pharmaceuti
cals, the environment. and surprisingly, in new materials. The USA is considered by 
Japanese experts to be far ahead of Japan in the development of new material such as 
ceramic gas turbines, materials for high speed semiconductors and advanced metals. 

On the other hand, the National Critical Technolog'.~s Panel points to the crucially important 
fact that Japan has long laid suong emphasis on matt:rials process technologies, which has 
been the determining factor in superior Japanese world-class performance in several 
industries. The erosion of the US microelectronics and semiconductor62 industries stems in 
fact from the superior Japanese materials processing and manufacturing skills especially in 
high volume processes essential to competitive success. US scientists are viewed as 
traditionally concentrating on examining the properties of novel materials, rather than their 
synthesis and processing, as is the case with Japanese and, recently, Korean and Taiwanese, 
practice. The findings of this book offer strong confirmation of such a view63 and a warning 
that the potential exists of even worse consequences to follow for western industry in the 
years to come. 

The emphasis on materials synthesis and processing technologies, both in traditional 
materials as well as new materials, and the strong orientation towards commercial applica
tion in the context of Kaizen (continuous improvement) techniques in product and process 
development has been a major factor in creating and maintaining Japanese world class 
competitiveness in many industries. Despite the relative superiority of the USA or Europe in 
a range of new materials research, and in some cases, application64, it is more than likely 
that Japan will ultimately lead in the commercialisation of several key new materials 
technologies, including superconductors from the late 1990s onwards. The facts are as 
fo!lows: Japan possesses traditional strengths in materials processing anc.l manufacturing. 
Engineering skills abound in both activities, with finite element analysis playing an earlier 
and more important role in engineering design than in other countries. Engineers, moreover, 
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rotate through design and manufacturing operations, obtaining all-round skills, thereby 
implementing simultaneous engineering with greater ease and on a far wider scale than 
western industry, where the idea is only now tentatively taking root Moreover, quality 
assurance, continuous improvement65, and integrated manufacture have long underpinned 

the rise of many Japanese finns to world class manufacturing standards since the late 1970s. 

5.2 Firms domain in mattrials processing and thtir comrntrcial application 

New materials. biotechnologies a:id micro-electronics (including opto-electronics, mecha

tronics and opto-mechanics) have been identified and targeted early on in the 1980s as three 
critical or key enabling te.:hnologies. which would facilitate the restructuring ("~f Japanese 

industry to high technology into the next century The evidence on the ground points to a 
very clear understanding by both corporate senior and middle-management and government 

officials as to the crucial role of advanced materials technologies in underpinning competi
tiveness and growth, and a long-term view is taken of commercialisation of such technolo
gies. After an initial flurry of activity and experimentation \\ith novel materials by many 
firms in the mid-I 980s, and some revision of expectations. the emphasis in the last three 
years is on processing and commercial application of materials already developed. The 
econnmic difficulties of 1991-1993 have put further strain on new materials departments 
and diversification strategies of many firms. But it would be a dangerous folly to conclude 
from this partial curtailment of activities, that Japanese firms have lost interest or abandoned 
new materials Quite the reverse. One reason for the massive entry into new materials was 
the economic slowdown and Yen appreciation in 1985. The current difficulties are likely to 
lead to accelerated efforts at technological application and commercialisation of selected 
key materials within each firm's domain and traditional strengths, and sho\\ing the greatest 
commercial promise, only now with the advantage of several years experience and trial and 
error in the field Indeed this is confirmed by recent evidence that a number of the large steel 
producers. facing serious difficulties in the first nin~ months of I 993, are focusing on new 
materials as an important component of efforts to improve sales and market prospects 

through the opening up of new business opportunities66. 

Strong government-industry institutional linkages exist in pre-competitive research Where 

the technolO!:,'Y is risky. expensive but crucial, or very promising for long term development. 
it is promoted at government laboratories, belonging to Mill's AIST and AST In addition. 
financial support is provided through the Japan Key Technology Centre to inter-firm 
consortia exploring pre-competitive research in materials technologies with more immedi
ate prospects at commercialisation. 

It is not widely recognised that industry and academia play a central role in the identirica
tion67 of key technologies through a process of consultation and consensus Moreover. 
strong institutional linkages, networks and collaborative mechanisms exist between materi
als producers, users and equipment suppliers, as for example, in ceramics This reinforces 
the speedy transmission of new materials developments into commercial application 
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In all, the undoubted engineering skills in materials processing and across the manufactur
ing base. the recognition of the critic.al importance of new materials, the emphasis on 
processing and commercial application, the recent concentration on a narrow range of 
in-house technological competencies and commercialisation of new materials, and the 
strong linkages between government-industry research and development. would most likely 
confer decisive advantages to Japanese industry in the late 1990s and beyond. In fact. 
despite current economic and financial difficulties and short-comings in basic research, 
Japan is likely !.l conquer several materials dependent high technology fields in the years to 
come, while western economies continue to debate the merits of an •industrial policy'. 
More than this, the integration of new materials into produc · and manufacturing process 
design will almost certainly confer even more decisive advantage to Japanese world class 
manufacturers in indust y after industry. The new materials programmes of the leading 
Japanese car producers and their close collaborative alliances with first tier materials and 
component suppiiers are richly instructive as to what the future is likely to bring. However, 
Japanese government officials and industrialists are possessed by a far greater degree of 
self-doubt, critical appraisal of their capabilities, and hence continuous improvem~nt (see 
below), than the perhaps inordinately optimistic scenario advanced above. Both Europe and 
the USA are beginning to offer serious responses to the Jap.me~.e challenge so that there is 
nothing inevitable in the argument or prognostication. 

6. THE GLOBAL RESTRUCTURING OF INDUSTRY 
1980s - 1990s 

6.1 Basic industries 

Over the last two decades, basic industries in advanced industrialised economies (IACs) and 
less so in NJEs, have heen undergoing fundamental restructuring68• in which national 
industrial structures and economies are gradually shifting from a 'metals base' to a 
·materials base'69. Traditional mono-material chemical, metals and ceramic firms are 
evolving towards large, materials multinational corporations (MNCs) accessing fa~t chang
ing materials technologies globally, entering into cross-border strategic alliances and are 
characterised by strong custC'mer orientation and increasing1y. the establishment of local 
production facilities and/or R&D and technical support centres. Firms are beginning to 
acquire the necessary multi-disciplinary and multi-materials competencies through both 
internal strategic and external cross-border acquisitions, joint ventures, licensing agree
ments and technology networking and alliances, in a manner broadly similar to the 
observable :endencies in biotechnology, microelectronics and telecon~munications. 

Many fi~ ... s in traditional industries such as steel, aluminum, copper, petrochemicals, 
chemicals, glass and ceramics within Japan, the USA, North America and some NIEs, have 
beeri reducing their dependence on or abandoning commodity materials production, while 
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moving towards knowledge-intensive, higher value-added specialties and diversifying into 
new materials. The materials revolution is thus playing a central role in the internal 

transformation. restructuring and strategic orientation of basic materials producing indus

tries. At the same time, it is exercising considerable influence on the demand prospects of 
traditional commodity metals and chemicals, which we cannot at the moment quantify with 
cUlY certainty. What is clear is that initial concerns as to the .. death of mining"70 or the 
demise of traditional metals have been premature. Tadditional ores and metals retain 
considerable importance and are, indeed, fighting back the challenge from new materials. 
through incorporating the insights of MSE to i;nprove processing technologies and associ
ated properties and forging close linkages with customers in specific market segments. 
Indeed. traditional metals are themselves being incorporated into new laminate and com
posite systems (as in metals matrix composites) or transformed into advanced metals, such 
as the new generation of steels. 

Large portions of traditional mining and ·smokestack' basic commodity industries continue 
to be retained within IACs in many cases, as in copper, steel and aluminium, displaying 
dramatic gains in productivity through technological modernisation and rationalisation 
programmes instigated in the 1980s This illustrates the critical importance of advanced 
processing and fabrication technologies in the 1990s as determinants of comparative 
advantage and geographic distribution of sources of raw and processed commodity materi
als Nevertheless. the share oflACs in world mining and processing of commodity materials 
1s declining. pointing to continuing and in some cases, rising import dependence71 . Extrac
tive. processing and refining stages of materials production continue to shift to regions and 
countries offering richer mineral concentrations, cheaper energy inputs, including hydro

electric and natural gas, and less restricti\e environmental regulations Nonetheless. com
modity production of chemicals and metals will be subject to fierce competitive pressures 

on the basis of cost, quality, delivery and hence the application of advanced processing 
(including intelligent processing) and manufacturing techniques by private and public 
sector firms remaining in these upstream activities. 

The onset of advanced materials is having important consequences for those elements of the 
periodic table that are finding useful applications. This is changing the relative importance 
of the constituents of the global resource base and the geographic sources of inputs such as 
rare earths, niobium or quartz. However abundant raw building blocks of advanced materi
als might be, a major feature of the new era is the shifting of import dependence experienced 
today by all major economies onto critical processed advanced materials. powders, fibres 
and components entering sophisticated technologies and engineering systems. This is likely 
to increase ir. the future. Another interesting 72 scenario ccncerns the potential ascendency 
of (high performance) plastics, environmental constraints permitting. within the materials 
field. This. of course, will increase dependence on the a;ready limited supply of organic raw 
materials This scenario though increasingly depends on the development of environmen
tally compatible, disposable and recyclable advanced polymers and associated recycling 
industries. 



6.2 New best-practice manufacturing ttthnologia 

The restructuring of basic industries is closely related to and forms an integral part of the 
transition ofindustry in IACs towards new patterns of organising and managing production 
and. more recently. the employment of flexible microelectronics based automation tech
nologies, across both new and declining or traditional manufacturing industries_ The 
adoption of nT organisational change, flatter managerial structures, responsible autonomy 
and multi-skilling at the shop-floor, and flexible automation technologies is a rational 
response to a fast changing market environment, when compared with the mass production, 
mass consumption Fordist paradigm of industrial organisation for most of the post-war 
period_ Firms must increasingly compete in a business environment characterised by 
globalisation of markets and production, an intensification of competition, faster product 
renewal, the emergence of a quality and innovative design on par with price as determinants 
of consumer choice, the fragmentation of demand patterns, an increasing reed to get close to 
the customer. and the need 'or a flexible and fast market response_ Such developments have 
altered the de:erminants of foreign investment, technology and trade flows, and the loca
tional patterns for manufacturing activity in traditional versus emerging centres and has led 
to new innovative forms of cross-border investments73 This study, on the other hand, 
points to the fact that the transformations in both the traditional and new advanced materials 
and the higher quaiity and performance requirements in user industries are already introduc
ing a major new determinant in the relocation of industries7-', investment flows, trade 
patterns, inter-firm strategic alliances, technology transfer and marketing strategies. This is 
no more evident than in the complex redivision oflabour currently underway in East Asia. 

7. TECHNOLOGICAL LEADERSHIP AND COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE IN THE 1990s 

7 .1 The role of advanced materials 

Technological leadership and competitive advantage in the 1990s will, to a very large 
extent, depend on the domestic possession of a critical mass of advanced and improved 
traditional materials synthesis and processing capabilities. Japan is well on its way to 
attaining technological leadership in an increasing array of industries through its long run, 
meticulous promotion of advanced materials synthesis, production and commerciai applica
tion. There are enormous and cumulative gains to be made in learning by producing and 
using advanced materials and late entry may either be impossible or subject to severe 
penalties. Several hundred Japanese companies entered new materials production and use 
from the early to mid- I 980s, with a strong emphasis on a narrow range of extant technologi
cal strengths and commercialisation from the iate 1980s onwards. 

But more than this, a central message of this study is the idea that the next source of 



competitive advantage in the global market place resides in the incorporation of new 
materials in integrated manufacture75. Manufacturing industry is itself undergoing funda
mental change, with several new concepts entering competitive strategy in the 1980s and 
1990s. Efficiency standards are set by world class manufacturing competitors. The globali
sation ofindustries has meant that there is no hiding place behind national market barriers in 
the face of an evidently intensified competitive pressure. At the same time, perf orman<:e 

standards are set by companies with fast turnovers of inventory, offering higher quality, 

lower cost, fast product renewal, greater variety, and faster market response than their 

competitors. In this systemic combination of advances in information technologies, manu
facturing technology and management practices, design for manufacture or simultaneous 
engineering. integrating all the functions of the corporation, provides the foundations for 
sustained and time-based76 competitive advantage. Nevertheless it is the case that the 
incorporation of new materials into product and process design in manufacturing is 
not only a necessity but a weapon of critkal importance in conferring sustained 
competitive advantage in world class manufacturing. The manufacturers will increas
ingly face the formidable challenge of Japanese and other Far Eastern world class manufac
turers making use of the vast potential and options offered by the utilisation of new materials 
in integrated manufacture. 

7.2 New materials technology: crucial potential for long term growth 

Both government and industry in Japan have a very clear undentanding of the role of 
technology for sustained competitive arlvantage and long run growth. Since the early 
1980s advanced materials, biotechnologies and information technologies have bttn 
identified as forming the basis of the transition of Japanese industry to high technc.J
ogy into the next century. 

Japan is well on its way towards attaining technological leadership in an increasing array of 
industries through its long run, coordinated, systematic and selective promotion of ad

vanced materials synthesis, processing and commercial application. For example, USA 
leadership in microelectronics is under serious challenge from Japan, which has taken the 

lead in several semiconductor fabrication techniques. Similar tendencies are emerging in 
optoelectronic product development, fabrication and commercialisation 

As the USA's National Critical Technologies Panel points out, Japan has long laid strong 
emphasis on materials process technologies. This has been a determining factor in superior 
Japanese world class performance in several industries. 

The findings reported in this study offer dramatic confirmation of the view that while 
western scientists concentrate on examining the propenies of new materials, Japanese 
scientists and engineers concentrate on their synthesis and processing, together with a 
strong orientation towards commercial application. Hence, despite the relative superiority 
of the USA or Europe in a range of new materials R&D, it is more likely that Japan will 
ultimately lead in the commercialisation of several key new materials technologies. includ-
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ing superconductors. from the late 1990s onwards_ This is likely to be strongly reinforced by 
the application of Kaisen (continuous improvement) techniques to high technology activi
ties_ Kaizen constitutes the central distinguishing featurt: between Japanese and Western 
companies_ 

Japan possesses strong and superior engineering skills both in materials processing and 
across the manufacruring base_ The integration of new materials into simultaneous product 
and manufacturing process design. a practice already widespread. will almost certainly 
confer even more decisive advantages to world class manufacturers in indumy after 
industry. 

It is not widely recognised that hundreds of Japanese materials producing and using firms 
entered new materials from the early to mid-1980s onwards_ Following an early, and 
disappointing experimentation with novel materials. the emphasis in the last four years has 
been on processing and commercial application for a narrow set of mate1ials already 
developed and connected to core strengths_ The recession of 1991-1993 has put a strain on 
new materials departments and has forced a re-evaluation of some of the more ambitious 
diversification strategies_ Nevertheless. it must be stressed that new materials and their 
commercialisation retain their importance in corporate strategy and continue to be system
atically pursued. It is more than likely that Japan will emerge2 from the current recession 
leaner. fitter and stronger. ready for a next wave of expansion based on a command of 
several key technologies. including new materials. 

Strong government-university-industry institutional linkages exist in pre-competitive and 
near-market R&D. Where the new materials technology is of a radical C\r novel nature, too 
risky and expensive for private firms. but considered crucial or possessing great potential 
for long term growth. it is promoted in large scale government projects cond•Jcted at 
government laboratories belonging to the Ministry of International Trade and Industry's 
(MITI) AIST and the AST. where private industry is also encouraged to participate. In 
addition, fiscal incentives and financial support are provided through the Japan Key 
Technology Centre to inter-firm consortia exploring pre-commercialisation. 

Japan is currently engaged in a policy-driven rationalisation and restructuring in preparation 
for the next wave of expansion, predicated upon a mastery of several critical high technolo
gies, including opto-electronics, advanced materials and biotechnologies, providing her 
with an unassailable position in many world markets. The research and evidence associated 
with this study provide strong evidence for the view that Japan is likely to acquire 
technological supremacy and a major competitive weapon in the world markets of the 1990s 
and early part of the 21st cenrury through its ability to process and commercialise new 
materials techno!ogies8l, despite the current difficulties82. Indeed the deepening recession 
is leading many companies to focus on new technologies with renewed vigour born out of 
necessity. 
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8. THE ROLE OF ADV AN CED MATERIALS IN 
INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING IN SOUTH EAST ASIA 

8.1 Major efforts in building up domestK: competence 

The anaiysis highlights the rising importance of advanced materials in the process of 
industrial restructuring within and between Japan and South East Asian economies over the 
last decade. Industry is shifting to higher value-added activities and more technologically 
sophisticated products and industrial processes. However, many firms in the region have 
been hampered in their attempts to compete in the world market by the lack of critical raw 
materials, pure powders, components and parts. The simple formula of combining cheap 
labour with foreign technology acquisition and licensing (mainly from Japan), which 
formed the basis of the growth and export success of the 1970s and 1980s is now facinJ 
serious constraints. Access to critical materials and components and advanced technologies 
from Japan is either not forthcoming or too expensive. Quite rationally Japanese companies 
are unwilling to give away core technologies to potential competitors. Moreover, these 
economies badly neglected both engineering design and pure and applied R&D skills during 
the earlier labour intensive phase of industrialisation. These deficiencies are now posing a 
serious handicap in economies such as the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of 
China, squeezed be!Ween the high technology advantage of Japan and low-wage advantage 
of regional developing economies, such as China, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. 

Mrjor efforts are under way in the NIEs of the region to build up domestic competencies in 
advanced materials, components and devices. Considerable emphasis has now been placed 
in both Taiwan Pro'\·ince of China and the Republic of Korea on the need to enhance 
domestic materials synthesis and processing skills in order to facilitate the transition to high 
technology in the 1990s. Policies to promote domestic and in-house materials competencies 
necessarily ascribe an important mle to foreign professional societies, universities, research 
centres and companies in the forefront of scientific and technical advance. This opens up 
opportunities for cooperation and skills acquisition between developing economies. 

Tremendous opportunities exist for western firms in steel, aluminium, chemi(;als pharma
ceuticals, glass, ceramics, cement, electronics, machinery, cars and automobile components 
in terms of technology ~ith firms in both first and second tier NIE economies in East Asia. 
Although Japan remains an important supplier of technology in the region, in some cases 
still the preferred one for c:ultural and historical reasons, there is a strong and evident desire 
to diversify sou;ces of supply. European and American firms would be received very 
favourably in this, the highest growth region in the world in the 1990s. Major opportunities 
exists in chemical specialties and advanced polymers in both Taiwan Province of China and 
the Republic of Korea in the 1990s. 
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A very complex web of intra-firm and intra- and inter-industry division of labour is 
emerging Finns in Japan retain highly-skilled critical component production and segments 
of the assembly process within Japan, while relocating other segments and sub-assemblies 
to first and second tier NIEs and other labour ahur.dant, low wage economies such as 
Indonesia, and increasingly China and Viet Nam. Moreover, as labour skills, real wages and 
labour shortages are rising in the Republic of Korea, Taiwan Province cf China, Singapore 
and even Malaysia. firms are withdrawing from their high wage locations and relocating 
plants and unskilled segments of the production process to the lower cost economies of the 
region On the other hand higher wages and skills mean larger and more sophisticated 

markets and this is now reflected in the type of foreign direct investment encouraged and 
flowing into the Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan Province of China 

The need for higher quality and high performance materials and components is increasingly 

felt in the region in response to changing demand and locational patterns in user industries, 
as in electronics and automobiles. 

8.2 Strategies in the 1990s 

The problems, difficulties and successes experienced and strategies adopted by Japan and 
her South East Asian neighbours provide a major source of learning and critical study by 
many other developing, industrialising and developed nations in the 1990s 

In early 1992 the Government of the Republic of Korea launched the Highly Advanced 
National Project (known as the G-7 Project). This aims to bring the mtion's scier.tific and 
technological capabilities to the level of the industrialised G7 countries by the year 2000. 
The first pan of the Project supports seven major near market technoiogies (next generation 
integrated semi-conductors, ISON, high definition television (HDTV), the electric vehicle, 
intelligent computers. antibiotics and chemicals for agriculture and advanced manufactur
ing systems). The second pan supports more fundamental or basic technologies, including 
advanced materials, next-generation transport systems and biotechnology. Final plans for 
the advanced materials prc;ccts were announced in August 1992. Most of the research will 
be undertaken by the Korean Institute for Science and Technology (KIST) and related 

institutes The Korean Academy of Industrial Technology (KAITECH) will coordinate and 
fund near market research by government laboratc,ries, industry and universities. 

Taiwan Province of China aims to achieve the status of a fully industrialised economy by the 

year 2000 At the forefront of this lie nine high technology sectors, namely communica
tions, information, consumer electronics, precision machinery, automation, semiconduc
tors, specialty chemicals and pharmaceutical, health care and pollution control In order to 
support the shift to the nine high tech sectors, s~veral key advanced materials technologies 

have been given priority and selected for aevelopment in a concerted effort in the 1990s. 
The Materials Research Laboratories (MRL) of the Industrial Technology Research Insti
tute (ITRI) is the main institution responsible for advanced materials R&D programmts and 
technology transfer in Taiwan Province of China 



Singapore aims to become an advanced industrialised nation by the year 2030. The 
government is to allocate up to $2 billion to an R&D fund the aim of which is to develop 
skills, manpower and technologies specific to industry's needs. In addition. 200 foreign 
research scientists and engineers are to be recruited annually over a five-year period by the 
newly formed National Science and Technology Board (NSTB) whose function i'.> to 
promote industry driven R&D. The government is encouraging large multinational corpo
rations in electronics and chemicals to set up local R&D and design centres in the context of 
long run strategic objectives into the next century, which envisages Singapore as a major 
international centre for scientific and technological excellence 

The Government of Malaysia has recently set the goal of full industrialisation by the year 
2020 This is known as the --vision 2020"_ The aim is to restructure industry towards high 
value-added production while abandoning labour-intensive activities. such as textiles. 
There is a distinct emphasis on the promotion of high technology. capital intensive projects 
tgiven the emerging lab0ur shortages). In electronics. which is spearheading manufacturing 
and export-led growth in the 1990s, the emphasis is on backward and forward integration 
Malaysia aims to promote the production of a larger range of sophisticated elec.rronics 
domestically and move to higher levels of technological sophistication in downstream 
activities using these components. 

In Thailand, manufacturing industry has gro\\TI exceedingly fast over the last six years 
This has put enormous strains on a weak. but very slowly improving infrastructure 
\1orcovcr. it has highlighted constraints imposed by a lack of a network of high-precision. 
high-quality component and parts suppliers and supporting industries and services The 
development of supporting industries and domestic parts and component supplies ranging 
from engineering to electronics and automobiles is now an urgent government priority 
Hence large opportunities exist for foreign firms to invest in an array of core supply 
industries in chemicals, metal working, automotive parts, electronics and machinery 

8.3 Restructuring in SE Asia and the shift to high technology by the year 2000 

fhe path of export oriented industrialisation associated with the rise of the NI Es in SE Asia 
in the 1970s and 1980s is now beginning to face serious constraints Recent developments 
have uncovered the fragility upon which the industrialisation process now rests. As labour 
skills and real wages have been increasing, industry is shifting towards high value-added 
sophisticated product~ and processes aimed at specific niches in the world market, and 
towards high-technology activities in micro-electronics and. less so, aerospace. This re
structuring though is severely hampered by the non-availability of critical ma,erials and 
components. as well as the lack of indigenous R&D and design capabilities, areas neglected 
during the earlier labour-intensive phases of industrialisation. Export success in previous 
periods tended to rest on the simple formula of foreign technology acquisition and licensing 
combined with cheap labour. The flow of new technology from Japan to the region has 
slowed down, including critical advanced materials and compon~nts entering products and 



processes in a range of sophisticated industries. Givt.'11 the Cl!rrent level of development of 
Republic of Korean and Taiwanese skills and technology, Japanese firms are, under

standably, reluctant to provide key advanced technologies and inputs to potential competi

tors. On the other hand, Japanese firms are aware of their resportsibility to contribute to the 

economic devei~ment of the region and are making efforts in this direction_ Moreover, 
they claim that firms in the regi~n are not willing to pay the right pric: for the expensive 

technologies that Japan developed. The efforts of Taiwan Province of China and the 

Republic of Korea to shift towards high technology and become world class competitors, 
challenging Japanese high quality products, such as cars and consumer electronics in both 
Japan and foreign markets. are still thwarted by the strong dependence85 on Japan for 
state-of-the-art technology and components. Some firms have successfully challenged 
Japanese pre-eminence in semiconductors (e.g. the Republic of Korea's Samsung) or 

specific market niches such as in notebook PC's (e.g. Taiwan Province of China's Twin
head International Corp.). But in many activities, firms in the two economies have no choice 

but to continue to rely on Japanese processing equipment (e.g. for printing circuits on 

DRAM chips) or electronic components for computers, TV sets and VCRs. for othernise 

they would be forced to remain at the very low end of the market In a number of areas 
domestic efforts to develop self-reliance in critical components have not yet paid off or are 

proving too difficult. or would take too long to develop thereby losing time-based competi
tive advantage Hence Samsung's :md Goldstar's decision to import cathode-ray tubes for 

large screen T\'s bound for the US market from Toshiba and Hitachi Japanese content for 

most of the Republic of Korea's high end TVs and VCRs is still around 15-20 percent. with 

companies like the Republic of Korea's Lucky Goldstar or Taiwan Province of China's 

Sampo Corporation finding it very difficult to break lose from reliance vn Japanese 

tcchnolob'Y for sm:h products In l "QI alone, Japanese high-tech imports from Japan 

amounted to L'S$ 21 I billion for about 93 per cent of the Repubiic of Korean's import bill 

Technology still flows from Japan to Taiwan Province of China and the Republic of Korea. 

with about 31 J per cent of the latter's royalty payments going to Japanese licensors But 
critical state-of-the-art technologies and components and know-how are not transferred or 

licensed (except where it serves a purpose, such as Hitachi's 1989 transfer of memory chip 

technology to Goldstar Electron for a fee and an agreement to invest USS 2 billion for plants 

to make the chip) As a Japanese electronics representative in Seoul aptly put it, you do not 
fight with your competitors by sharing your best weapons with them. This is the crux of the 

argument. Japanese companiesMf, have a very clear understanding of what constitutes a core 

competence or critical material, component or technology and, not 5urprisingly, they would 

never licence or transfer that to a potential competitor. The Republic of Korea is conse
quently asking Japan for a whole list of advanced technologies, including design for HDTV 

chips, chemicals. machinery. robots and camcorde1 s. But there has been no breakthrnugh on 
this. nor is there likely to be. 

Both the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China are feeling the pressure from a 

Japanese competitive strategy that aims not only to deprive them of state-of-the-art technol-
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ogy but also to combine superior technology •md low cost labour, by locating plants in 
low-wage economies in Thailand, Malaysia and lndonesia87. Given the relatively high 
wage costs in the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China (with average wages of 
USS 800 against USS J 20 per month in Malaysia) and high value currencies, this Japanese 
strategy is squeezing both economies out of Japanese, European and American markets, on 
both quality and price. Apart from efforts to extract greater access to Japanese technology 
and domestic markets, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China are responding 
by increasing efforts to upgrade domestic R&D and technological capabilities. \\ith littlP. 
success as yet. and reduce reliance on Japan Many companies are ru:ning to American and 
European firms for the supply of new technology and knowhow, in an attempt to reduce 
dependence on Japanese technology. And in an attempt to increase domestic self-reliance. 
reduce import dependence on the Japanese and cut the massive trade deficit with Japan, the 
Republic of Korea bans 258 Japanese products, and Taiwan Province of China bans 
Japanese cars Vast opportunities therefore exist for western firms for the supply of 
technology (Y.ith the Republic of Korea's royalties to the USA exceeding those to Japan by 
USS 173 million in J 990) and critical materials and components to both economies. 

Consequently there is considerable emphasis is both the Republic of Korea and Taiwan 
Province of China on the strategic acquisition of in-house and national materials synthesis 
and processing skills. Advanced materials formed the bulk of the ten national projects 
identified in ! 990 as urgent priorities for the Republic of Korean government support and 
promotion Similar priorities are emerging in Taiwan Province of China. Given the size of 
Singapore's economy. the emphasis is on advanced materials applications, together with the 
provision of supporting and maintenance services for companies in aerospace and micro
electronics Nevertheless. the development and application of new materials by national and 
foreign firms relies on extreme environment. complex instrumentation, and characterisation 
techncllogies provided by very well equipped and manned national standards institutes, 
which are acquiring a pivotal role in the industrialisation strategies of these economies 
Given the importance of international standards the activities of VAMAS are highlighted at 
the end of thisstudy. 

It is becoming clear that the transition towards more sophisticated and high technology 
activities requires a critical mass of domestic materials synthesis and processing technolo
gies As these competencies grow at the level of the firm and the economy, the easier it 
becomes to attract, access and absorb technologies from abroad. Internal competence 
building and external mechanisms via inter-firm cross-border alliances thus go hand in 
hand Here the degree of liberalisation of the domestic economy, protection of intellectual 
property rights and open door policy to '0reign investment and technology flows are 
becoming critical for the successful outcome of these policies 

The restructuring of NIEs has opened up opportunities for the rise of resource-based and 
labour intensive activities in second tier NJEs such as Malaysia and Thailand, and in 
Indonesia, the Philippines and recently, Viet Nam and China. Many firms from Japan, the 
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Republic of Korea. Taiwan Province of China and Singapore are withdraY4ing from their 
high wage locations and relocating plants and unskilled segments of the production process 
to the low wage cost economies in the region. Hence a very complex intra-firm and intra. 
inter-industry division cf labour is emergin& in which firms retain high skill, critical 
component production and assembly segments in Japan, while relocating other segments 
and sub-assemblies to first and second tier NIEs in the region. At the same time, the 
development of the productive forces, skills, wages and markets in the NIEs is encouraging 
foreign direct investment to meet the needs of the expanding and more demanding domestic 
market Moreover, while Thailand and Malaysia are rapidly moving towards NIE's status 
through a remarkable expansion of their manufacturing base, especiall} in electronics, 
ambitious plans to become advanced industrialised economies have been unveiled by the 
Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China by the year 2000 and Singapore by the 

year2030. 
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ANNEX 

THE VERSAILLES PROJECT ON ADV AN CED 
MATERIALS AND STANDARDS 

At the 1982 Economic Summit held at Versailles the G7 Heads of State and the Repre
sentatives of the European Communities agreed to a Working Group on 'Technology, 
Growth and Employment'. One of the specific science and technology proposals springing 
from the recommendations related to Advanced Materials and Standards and the setting up 
of an international collaborative research effort under the name Versailles Project on 
Advanced Materials and Standards (V AMAS). Materials technology is viewed as an 
enabling technology, increasingly exercising a major influence on innovation and growth in 
a range of industries, including construction, electronics and mechanical engineering. 
Moreover, materials-related innovations provide industry with substantial opportunities to 
create new products for competitive advantage in the world market, as well as meet 
socio-economic needs in the areas of energy conservation, environmental protection, safety, 
health and transportation. Nevertheless, the development, application, acceptance and 
diffusion of new materials technologies depend critically on the availability of appropriate 
methods of materials specification and evaluation, and codes of practice. It is the recogni
tion of this fact that led to the formation of V AMAS. The aim88 is to provide international 
collaboration in pre-standards research, advanced measurements and databases, which 
would lead to the development of harmonised standards and codes of practice. Commonly 
acceptable standards and specifications would enhance confidence in industrial applications 
and would lead to a generalised diffusion of new materials, to the greater utilisation of 
improved existing materials, and promote world trade in high technology products incorpo
rating advanced materials. 

V AMAS is managed by a Steering Committee (SC). Pre-standards research under VAMAS 
is organised into Technical Working Areas (TW As), which are approved by the SC and led 
by international chairmen. Fourteen TW As have been established, anct one has already 
completed its work. Over 350 research groups have participated in the programme, includ
ing some from eight non-summit countries. Industrial, academic and government laborato
ries have been involved, while industry has provided additional support by contributing 
materials for testing and round-robin exercises. 

The fourteen Technical Working Areas (TW As) identified below, embrace all important 
aspects of pre-stan~ardisation research, including the development of the basis for a 
materials classification scheme, reliable and reproducible test methods, specifications for 
materials property determination, reference materials, and database formats. Nearly sixty 



projects cover organic. inorganic and metallic materials, as well as thin films, coating and 
composites. Materials behaviour relating to thermal, electrical, chemical, mechanical and 
physical properties is also under investigation. 

Very few international standards on advanced materials currently exist~ V AMAS has not 
yet achieved an international standard, but the national standards resulting from VAMAS 
would be derived from an internationally accepted and compatible body of knowledge. 
V AMAS is making in-roads in several directions, especi&lly in the area of advanced 
ceramics. 

V AMAS is in a unique position to foster international co-operation in pre-standards 
research, enhancing awareness and bringing together researchers from many countries, 
especially given that costs and information requirements are often beyond the means of a 
single state. Given progress already made and the critical importance of standards and 
specifications in national and regional markets (including the large number of standards 
required in the European Single Market after December 1992), a recent independent 
report89 recommended that the agreement be extended for at least another five years to 
1997. 



VAMAS: TECHNICAL WORKING AREAS 

AREAS AND OBJECTIVES 

WEAR TEST METHODS: This TWA was established in 1984 with the 
objectives of .. improving the reprodual>ility and comparability of wear 
tests b} de\·eloping internationally agreed wear test methodologies. and 
of characterising the wear beha-.iour of ach·anced materials". We:M and 
corrosion an: economically the most important processes of material 
deterioration. Wear has been defined by the OECD as the progressi'-e loss 
of substance of a body occurring as a result of relative motion at the 
surface. The introduction of new and improved materials has been hin
derecl by lack of reliable dala and codes of practice because of the 
complexity of friction and wear processes and the lack of standanlised 
wear test methods. Materials: Alrmina. silicon nitride. AISI 52100 steel. 

SURF ACE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS: This 1W A has been opera
tional since 191U. 115 main objective is to "produce. by co-ordinated 
effort. the reference procedures, reference dala and refereoce materials 
necessaJY to establish standanis for surface cremical analysis". Such 
standanls are needed because of the importance of surface analysis in 
modem technologies invol\ing surface trealment or depositing films, e.g. 
microelectronics. ion implantation. coating and pl:. o;ma processing. To 
date 30 projects ha\'e been <fe\·eloped. mainly pert& 'ling to the use of 
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). X-ray photoel~m>n spectroscopy 
(XPS}. secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and sputter depth pro
filing (SDP) for qualitative and quantitative analysis. Some projects 
im·olve materials and their data, while otrers involve the development of 
algorithms that must be validated. The work as whole is beyond the 
resources of any one Member State. 1bis TWA has pro\ided the 
V AMAS umbrella for co-ordinating international activities so that data
bases and software can be harmonised by working standards. It has 
enables more accurate and reliable surface analyses to be made, thereby 
stimulating the de\·elopment of advaoced materials in new technologies. 
Materials: Wide ranging reference materials. metallic and non-metallic. 

CERAMICS: 1W A3 was launched in 1984 with the objective of im·es
tigating the reliability and reprodue1bility oftest procedures for advanced 
ceramics prior to fonnal standardisation. Engineering ceramics are ex
ploited for properties such as high hardness and wear resistance and good 
dimensional stability. and offer the promise of outstanding high tempera
ture performance. Their application in some areas such as engines has 
been disappointingly slow, in part because of the lack of assurance of the 
long term reliability of ceramics in structural applicaliom. Standards are 
needed to enhance ire supplier and user confidence in property levels and 
test proccdurrs. Materials: Alumina, rirconia-alumina ceramics. 
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POL YMt;R BLENDS: The objecti\e oflW A.i is to pro\'ide the technical 
basis for drafting test procedures for new high perfonnancc alloys and 
blends The laner arc mixtures of polymers characterised by immiscible and 
distinct pM5cs. All commercial biends are multi-phase and test methods for 
oomogcnr.-ous polymers are not considered sufficient. At the first of its 
annual meetings in 1985. this 1W A identified fn·e areas of srudy. ,.iL melt 
flow. dynamic testing. thermal properties. morphology and mech:mical 
properties for a Phase I programme on non-commert;ial polycarbonate/poly
e~·Ienc blends. The resulting test procedu1~-s would then be applied to 
commercial blends in a Phase II programme. This 1W A is strongly industry· 
orientated. the considerable ,-oiumc of material being donated by commer
cial suppliers. Materials: Polycarbonate/polye~·lene blend. orgalloy R-
6(1CIO commercial blend 

POLYMER COMPOSITES: The work area was approved by the Steering 
Committee in I 985 because of the nced to cti.aracrerise and predict the 
mcchamcal bctm·iour of polymer composites i;rocr represenrati\·e condi
tions. The objective of i:s first project was to assess ara1 refine the mcasure-
11ent of fracture toughness for delamination crack gn.."1h. A round-robm 
test programme. led by France. im·olved 14 laboratories and four VAMAS 
nations. in co-operation with ASTM. and extended a previous ASTM pro
gramme to a wider range of glass and carbon fibre composites and to both 
thin and thick sections. Toughness criteria were detennincd in tension and in 
shear modes under monotonic loading. Materials: Glass ard carbor. fibre 
reinforced resins. 

SUPERCO~DUCTING AND CRYOGENIC STRUCTURAL MATE
RIALS: SupcrcC1nducti,·ity provides the ba.;is for advanced technological 
programmes imol\ing superconducting geocrators. large scale accelerators. 
nuclear magncuc resonance equipment for medical diagnosis. and asso.::i
ated c~ogenic structures. In order to exploit the results from such pro
grammes. standards for rek.blc property measurements on superconducting 
and Cl')Ogcfljc structural materials arc needed. This gave rise to TW A6. 
which was approved by the Steering Committef.! in 1985 and xld its first 
meeting in April 1986. Being a"arc of existing work on the testing of these 
materials in co-operative Japan/USA and EC programmes. it focused its 
early acti,·it1cs on round-robin tests for mca.;uring cricital current in super· 
conductmg Nb1Sn multifilamenta1y wires supplied by thr: USA. Japan and 
the EC'. The objective of this and subsequent activities was the establishment 
of reliable measurement techniques t!lat would lead to standards. Materials: 
Niobium-tin and niobium-titanium filaments. cryogenic steels. 

BIOENGINEERING MATF.RIU~: This lWA is based on the "recog
nition that the performance of replacement materials used in the huma11 body 
cannot simply be predicted from the pro'lCrties in normal environments". At 
its early ~1.ngs it identified the need to cmpt'.asise re search on materials 
in contact with both hard and soft tissues. Materials: Hydroxyapatite, alu
mina. zirconia 
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HOT SALT CORROSION RESISTANCE: Hot salt conosion 
problems arise in gas twbines o;>crating in marine cmironmcnts as 
a consequence of ingested salt combining \\ith sulphur presell in 
the fuel during combustion. In January 1985. the Steering Commit
ke recommended the setting up ofTW A8 to harmonise known test 

procedures ard da·elop an irtemationall~· acceptable procedure for 
assessing the hot salt conosion n:sistm;e of superalloys used in gas 
turbines. Earlier round-robin tests by ASTM in the USA and an 
intcn::omparison exen::isc under C"·ST 50 in Europe had slxnm 
little consistency in the ranking of alaoys when the results of nrious 
test methods were compared. Materials: Rene KO and Il\738 nickel
based superallo~·s. protectn·e coati~. 

WELD CHARACTERISTICS: Future research will be under
taken by the International Institute of Welding. Materials: 30-i and 
316 austenitic steels. 

MA TERIAl.S DAT ABANKS: Materials databanks arc becoming 
important clements of the computerised flow of information on 
materials propcnies Standards arc needed for models that relate o 
the flow of information from its generation to its use. The methods 
for m?tcnals data interchange. using fonnats agreed at an inlema
tional workshop in 1989. will be compared in exchange tests be
tween institutions. An inter-laboratory comparison of data C\·alu
auon models ( 17 fo.· creep data and 12 for fatigue data on steels> 
1rganised by NRIM Japan has been completed with the im·ol\·e
ment of 15 partier pants from 5 V AMAS nations and reported in 
VAMAS TR6 aoo TR.7. This will be followed b~· assembling an 
inventory of method/models for materials data analysis. A United 
Kingdom-led task of compiling an inventory of materials designa
tion systems is underway. Materials: Creep and fatigue data from 
low aoo hrgltalloy steels. 

CREEP CRACK GROWTH: The overall aim of TWA 11 is to 
develop a u;rified approach to the measuremerd and irderpretation 
of data on the growth of creep cracks, i.e. cracks that grow with time 
under steady load coooitions in components operating at high tem
peratures in power engineering and chemical plant applications. It 
is important to have reliable <iata on crack growth rate because of its 
influence on inspection intervals and on residual life prediction. 
Materials: Chcomium/molybdenum/vanadium ferritic steels. 
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EFFICIENT TEST PROCEDURES FOR POLYMER PROP
ERTIES: This TWA arose in 1986 because of the desi~ to validac 
short time tests series that would reduce the need for cxtemivc 
propeny e"Clluations on polymers, i.e. time-dependent viscoelastic 
materials. A broad survey of current procedures and of national 
preferences among V AMAS participants was made to delerminc 
their priorities with respect to different aspects of testing such as 
creep. fatigue. stress rela"3lion, dlll3bility. dynamic stiffness etc. 
The outcome of the meeting in May 1988 was to focus on the 
durability of polymers in aggressn·c environmerts such as heat. light 
and water. with particular reference to accelerated tests, the broad 
objecti,.·e being to support sta.Rlardisation actnrities !n this field. 
Materials: Polymers (to be specified). 

LOW CYCLE FATIGUE: Low cycle fatigue (LCF) tests are es
sential to ensure the safe operation of parts that are sometimes 
repetitn·ely stressed into the plastic region. The objective of this 
TWA. approved in 1986, is to identify those aspects of testing 
procedure that significantly affect the repeatability and reproducibil
ity of the results of LCF tests at high temperatures. S11ch aspects 
include test variables that are oot standardised eg sr .-cimen siz.e and 
shape. extensometer type and failure criteria. Materials: IN718 and 
Nimonic IOI nickel base alloys, 316L and 9Cr/1Mo steel. 

THE TECHNICAL BASIS FOR A UNIFIED CLASSIFICA
TION SYSTEM FOR ADVANCED CERAMICS: TWA 14 is the 
most recent TWA to be approved (September 1988). Becausr. only 
limited classification of ceramics exists. it was proposed that a 
world-wide classification for advanced ceramics should be devel
oped instead of bringing national systems together. The prime objec
tnres are ( 1) identification and assessment of the issues inherent in 
developing a classification system for advanced ceramics, (2) estab
lislunent of a building block structure for international use. and (3) 
development of mechanisms and institutional links for system imple
mentation. Materials: Engineering ceramics. 
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llC\\ materials into the process of conlinuous imprO\·crncnt ard concurrent cnginccnng undcrpmning 
\\Orld class mannfactunng stardards The CS National Research Council. I 9lW. op cit . LS \fatcnals 
Research Socict~. J •J<J I. op cit. 

27 Lewis \f Branscomb. ·0ocs America Need a Tcchnolog~ Poli~··. Han·anl Business RC\iC", 
March-April I 1>')2 Cntical technologies lists. s11ch as the ones discussed abo,·c. put fom ard b~ 
proponents of a more actiYc tcchnolo~ policy. excmplif~ for him C\·e~thing that 1s \\ rong \\ ith the 
current state of the debate in the USA Rut as we haYc pointed oul the Panel on Critical Tcchnolog1cs 
·ictuall~ places hea\ ~ cmph.1sis on commercialisation and lists most of the dcmard side measures put 
fomard b~ Branscomb The paper generated much response. captured in ·Technology Poli1..~ I< 
America on the Right T~k·1 ·•• Debate. Han ard Bu!iincs!i Rc\iC\\. \fay-June 1992 

2K. ldcnttfied through conscn~us. debate and close collaboration bct\\CCn go\·emmcnt and mdus1~. 
pla~ mg close attcntton to lhe \"IC\\S of scientists and engineers in both. 

2'J A gro\\ mg trend b~ Japanese compamcs is the conduct of fundamental research outside Japan. The 
Ca\cnd1sh Laboratoncs in Cambridge. L'K. h.1Ye collaboratt\C agrccmcms \\ith both H11.-ichi and 
Toshiba to conduct rcscan:h mto quantum clcctromcs. Both these companies h.1\C est.-ibltshed R&D 
centres m Cambridgc·s Science Park. CK. while Sh.-irp cs1abhshed :ts European research centre at 
0'1:ford·s Science Park m March l'J'J2. 

10 Sec H G. Jones. ··Pnnciplcs of Resource Allocation··. Ch 2-l in Moms. D (cd ). (I 'JK5 ). !he Fu111mnic 

Si-stem n{the l K. 0:-;forJ Uni\·ers1t~ Press In equilibnum a perfect!~ compe1it1\c economy i:mdcd b~ 
lhc price~ stem would achiC\c pare10-cfficicr10 m the allocation of resoun:es facn 1f \\C accept lhe 
Pareto cnicnon !n Jiidging outcomes. m the real \\Orld markets and prices oficn fail to ach1e\C 
allocatt,·c cffic1cn1..!. This is due to the e:..1stcncc of monopol~ and other ··imperfect·· mark<.:t s1mct11rcs. 
c:-;tcmalttics \\ hich lead 10 d1\-crgenccs between pm ale and social costs ard benefits. the prcsincc of 
··publi-: ··goods. the lack of future markets for m..1ny commodttics. the prt:scncc of c:..ccssi\'c risk\\ hich 
may lead to lhe price system producing a bias against risky actl\ittcs. and 1mpcrfccuons in the 
dissemination and acquisition of know ledge For an O\'Cr\'1cw of the irtSlrumcnts and pcrfonnancc of 
10011strial pohcy in Europe sec DJ. Morris and DK S1011t. ··tndustnal Poli~··. Chapter 2K. in Moms. 
D. (cd ), l 9K5. ibid 

JI. Sec Daniel. I. Okimoto. Between MITI ard the Market. Stanford U ni\'crsity Press Stanford. California 
(I 9K9) Industrial poli..."y using tools such as fiscal inccnti\'cs. R&D subsidies. trade protection and so 
on is employed in order to achic\'c certain national objccti\'CS. In Japan. MITI is concerned wilh 
enhancing productivity of factor inputs. impro\'ing the competitiveness of Japanese induslt)·. mo\'e 
increasingly to higher le\'cls of ,·aluc added (while maintaining an infrastructure in basic industries. an 
efficient use of finite resources. good tradmg relations and an improvrd quality of life 
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32. However. technological breakthroughs may rejuvenate declining sectors. 

33. If the sector is shrinking .. too slowly·· when left to marlcet forces. then government may inten-ene to 
accelerate the process. as in the ~ell adjustment of Japan· s basic irdustries after the 1973 and 1979 
oil crises. On the other hand many western governments ha\·e attempted to protect and arrest the rate of 
decline in shrinking industries. 

3.J. Sec P.R. Kugman and M. Obstfeld. (1991 ). International Economics. Harper Collins. 

35. As Krug111.11l and Obstfeld ( 1991 ). op. cit.. poinl out there are serious difficulties in implementing the 
theoretically valid technological spillov-:r argument for industrial and trade policy. Which activities in a 
fiml genc.-ate knowlcdge'l Which finns in which industries generate knowledge and by what defini
tion" Should go\·cmwcnt subsiclise R&D acti\ities across the board? facn if high-tech activities 
generate large technological spillovers and arc consequently to be targeted. docs the USA want to 
subsidise the generation of koow ledge that could be appropriated by other nations·~ 

36 Professor Laura ff Aoorca Tyson (1992 ). Who's i1a.'ihing Whom: Trade Conflict in lligh Technology 
Industries. Institute for International Economics. Washington. Examples of spillover effects include 
reverse engineering of a private innovation. even with patent protection the benefits from a scientific 
and technological breakthrough that could C'.\1end beyond the individual innovating firm and the brain 
drain of personnel to new or competing finns. We will return to this below in the context of advanced 
materials. 

3 7 P. Krugman ( I 9K6 l. ed .. Stratetic Trade Poltc)i anJ the .'.'ew International Economics. The MIT Press. 

3~. However. Professor Tyson (op. cit .. p. 39) argues that emperical evidence docs oot support the 
hypothesis that high technology industries generate excess profits or higher rates of return to capital 
than available in the rest of tl-tc ccooomy. This finding is ,-cl)· relevant to stra:egic trade po liq. referred 
to abo\c. whc ~e proponcnrs examine policy measures the aim of which is to shift the benefits of the 
alleged existence of 1nonopoly rents between co1J11rics. On the otrer hand. internal cash flow in 
high-technology is an important determinant of R&D expenditures. especially in the presence of large 
risk and associated failure of capital markets to channel funds in that direction. Tyson's case studies 
indicate that the existence of trade barriers and strJctural impediments to trade have a direct bearing on 
the conduct of R&D and potential externalities via their negative impact r,1 corpora•e sales and 
earnings. Sec: also: Lawrence F. Kat.1. and Summers. Lawrence H.. (I 9K91. · Industry Rents: Evidence 
and Implications ... Brookings Papers on Economic Activity: Microeconomics. 

39. This seems to be the direction of the argument coming from within the OECD. Sec TechnoloJ.:y and the 
Fcnnmny". /?~2 . 

.JO. A recent analysis of USA-Japanese alliances in semiconductors argues that the direction of technology 
transfer has been from the USA to Japan. endangering the technology base and competitiveness of the 
USA semiconductor indusU) over time. Sec US National Research Couocil. US-Japan Strategic 
Alliances in the Semiconductor Industry. National Academy Press. 1992 . 

..JI. The existence of logical agglomerations of firms in German and Italian industries enjoying dynamic 
external cc0nomics has been the subject of much debate within the "flexible specialisation .. literature 
following the publication of M.J. Piorc and Sabel, C.F., The Second Industrial Divide. New York 
Basi!; Book11. 19!1..J. 

These ideas have been heralded as opening up opponunilics for new modes of manufacturing produc
tion and specialisation in ccnain developing economics. the first example of which was the imponant 
C} pms Industrial Strategy conducted by a multidisciphnary team at the lnstit1·tc of Development 
Studies. lJni\crsity of Sussex. UK. for ,.,~ Cyprus Go\crnmcnt/UNIDO/UNDP in 1'>!16-K7, and 
successfully implemented m recent years. 

"Local" external economics and their impact on industrial gr0\~1h dynamics go back to Alfred 
Marshall and the much .-..cglecte<!, but very imponanl work of Allyn Young (192!1), brought back to 
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economists' attention by N. Kaldor in 1972 in his attach on the irrelC\·ance of what he termed 
.. equilibrium economics·· . 

.t2. See Prof. McLaren in Lakis C. Kaounides (ed ). 199.t. Advanced Materials Technologies. IM/UNIDO. 
op. cit.. where he discusses the role of Rutgers Unn·ersity in am·ar.ced ceramics resean:h in the USA. 

.t3. M. Borrus. Laura d' Andrea Tyson. and John Zysman. Creating Advantage: How Go\·emmert Policies 
Shape International Trade in the Semiconductor loousuy·. in P.R. Krugman (ed.). 1986. op. cit See 
also M. Borrus. James Millstein and John Zy·sman. US-Japanese Competition in tre Semiconductor 
lndustl)· (Berkeley·: Institute oflntcmational Studies. University of California 1982). and Ty· son. 1992. 
op. cit. 

.t.t. See the crit;.;al discussion of these issues in J.A. Brander. ··Rationales for Strategic Trade and Industrial 
Policy". G.M. Grossman. ··strategic Export Promotion -A Critique". BJ. Spencer ... \\'hat should 
Trade Policy Target? ... and A.K Dixit. ··Trade Policy: An Agenda for Research ... in P.R. Khlgrnan 
(ed.). 1986.op. cit. 

.t5. Professor Laura D'Andrca Tyson. Who:..- Ba~hm1! Whom: Trade Conflict in lligh Technology Indus
tries. Institute for International Economics. 1992 . 

.t6. It is doubtful that the acquisition of technological know-how through the purchase of products on the 
i ntemational market could effcctn·cly and with timeliness perform the function of keeping a firm on the 
technology frontier. On the other hand. cross-border technology and R&!:> alliances could make a 
positive contribution and may in fact be occ.!ssary for frontier R&D in high technology. as we point out 
elsewhere. Moreover. the presence of cumulati\·e .. learning by doing" skills and know-how is crucial 
in enabling domestic firms and R&D institutions to absorb. understand and utilise information aoo 
technologies generated clsewren:. through alliances or othem ise. Research alliances must rot be seen 
as a sub~titute for in-house or domestic R&D capabilities . 

.t7. Sec Lakis C Kaounidcs. "Advanced Mat..:rials in a Long Wa\·e Perspccti\·e: New matenals and 
infonnation technologies in a schema of expanded reproduction''. paper presented at SPRU seminar 
series. University of Sussex. 29 November 1991. and "The Global Restructuring of Basic Industries 
I 1J70s- l 990''. paper presented at IV EADI Conference. Oslo. Norway. June 1990. 

Sec Chart I. which concentrates on one of the l\\O main branches of industrial production. It illustrates 
the physical-technical relations of mineral-based material flows into an industrial system producing 
and using machinery and equipment. 

.JR. Sec C. A. Sorrell ... Advanced Materials" . . \linerafs }"earh<H1k, 1989. US Bureau of Mines . 

.J9. Sec Professor Colin Humphreys. Head of Materials Science. Cambridge University. UK. m ·-can 
There Be a Materials Policy in the UK?". 1992. 

50. The discussion below is much indebted to Okimoto. l9H9. op. cit. He reminds us that many extremely 
important high technotoro industries in the USA wen: at first nurtured and grew up within the areas of 
the defense-Oriented R&D system. with go\·cmmcnt playing a crucial supporting role as R&D 
contractor and customer. Infant industries thereby reached maturity and subsequently acquired their 
independence as domestic USA commercial demand began to grow. The USA defense-relate<! R&D 
system and strong government support successfully created and then fostered the growing up of several 
new infant industries sui.;h as semiconductors. computers, supertomputers. telecommunications and 
others. 

51. Tnc degree of intervention and the selection of policy instmments has rnried from industry to industry. 
but ccmmon to all has been heavy intervention in the early stages of an industry's life cycle and th<'n 
again at tk later saturation phase, while falling nffto a large extent 15 the industry matt: res and grows in 
Ire intcnncdiate phase. High technology activities at an early stage of their trajectory elicit a higher 
degree of go\·emment intervention followed by a certain amount of disengagement as they !Jcgin to 
mature. In semiconductors, tre government still provides support at the sophisticated end due to the 
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importan<:e of basic pre-competiti\"e research of a .. public good .. nature. In the 1980s. MITI allowed 
much greater freedom to semiconductors as compared to the early 1970s. This is consistent with the 
,-iew that go\"emmcnt intcn·ention sen·es little purpose oxe an industry acquires a strong and mature 
presence. together with the 'iew that a different. more flexible approach is required for high tcchnololt\· 
industries operating at the frontiers of knowledge from the llJ&Os onwarm. looustries. such as 
integrated circuits. automobiles. industrial machine~- and consumer electronics. ha\"e now reached 
maturit). while aerospace. biotechnology. computer softwai.: and d.lta processing. amongst others. arc 
at an early stage of the iRlustrial life C)·cle. 

52 High technology firms operate in a fiercely competitive en\"ironmcr.t where the emerging scientific aoo 
technological know-how leads to fast product and manufacturing process innorntion Breakthroughs in 
technologies and products occur relative!~ frequently lcadine to a change in the competiti\e cn,·iron
mcnt and influencing the direction. structure and organisation of the indust~. Firms operating in tlus 
cm ironmcnt require hca\}. R&D aoo in\"estmcnt outlays simpl~ to remain at the forefront of changes 
and meet the competiti,·c challenge. At the same time the hea\} R&D cost is accompanied by a high 
degree of uncertainty and risk. a shortening of product life q des. aoo hence a shortening of the period 
for amortising expenditures and capturing rents. Morco\"er. differences in domestic structures of the 
iooustry. in tenn< of degree of ,·ertical integration. concentration. spccialiSl.'d supplier firms aoo 
equipment makers. and so on. play an important role in the process of inno,·ation at different stages of 
the industrial life q cle. and the abilit~ to mo\c from catching up to frontier product and process 
inno\ation. an issue still clear!~ at play in the USA and Japanese semiconductor indus~·-

51 It should be cle:u th:it the role of the go\"emmcnt in high-tl'Chnolo~ is so men hat gre;itcr lhan c\·cr. the 
cons1dcrat1ons here entail. It in\"ohes the pro·.-ision of infrastructure technologies not least in materials 
sc1c11c.: and engineering. underpinning pure and applied R&D. commercialisation. DC\\ manufacturing 
processes and concepts and market dc,·clopments. (Sec -t 9 ) 

5-t For example. it \\t\S pointed out by Nippon Steel that an important reason for creating a rew materials 
department in the late I '>XOs \\3S in onler to attract some of the best qualified graduat.::s of Jap.'lnesc 
uni\·crs1tic-;. This is in sharp contrast to the employment preferences of the .. best and brightest .. in the 
uSA or VK um\crsities. In our ,-icw. one of the m;1jor reasons for the marked decline of interest in 
"-.:1cnce and engineering subjects in A-le\cl and higher-education studies b~ UK students can be tra.:cd 
to the lack of a clear' ision of where indust~ is heading and\\ hat role science-based high-tcchnoloi,~ 
sectors \\Ill play in the UK's econorny of the next century. Interest in science and tcchnolog~ is 
tlx:rcforc lo\\. and those who arc attracted (or induced by recent cash-inccnti\·es by the go,·crnmcnt) 
tend to be neither the best nor the brightest. 

55 Sec G Tassey. I 1'>'>21. Tcchnoloxy Infrastructure and Compe111n·t• f'm1t111n. Kluwer Academic Pub
lishers. Lester Thurm\. 19'>1. op. cit.. points out that Japan has identified the following key technolo
gies nucroclcctronics. new malcrials science. biotechnology. telecommunications. ci\ihan ai1craft 
manufacturing. robots and mach1re tools. computers and soft\\ arc. 

5(1 In information technologies. national R&D projects began in the early !'r!Os v.ith the 1.75 series 
Computer De,clopment Project, followed by sc\eral others including the (VLSI) and Fifth Generation 
Computer Project<; more recently. G1\en impending liberalisation of the economy. the go\ cmmc11t felt 
that Japanese information technology had to leapfrog ahead through a 1.:rash programme of national 
pro1ects It must be noted though that the Japm1Csc infonnation industry had already reached a lc\·cl of 
accumulated skills enabling it to more rapidly al1Cad. possibly without the assistance of a national 
project. Had the IC\cl of dc\'clopmcnt been inadequate. then the national projects may ha\c been 
incfTccti\'C in catapulr.ing the industry to its world class competiti\'C status through the I 9HOs. Sec 
Okimoto. I '>89. op. cit . p. 68. This is an impor1ant point that applies equally to a range of other 
technologies Technological leapfrogging ahead through cooperative R&D projects presupposes a 
domestic critical mass of accumulated know-how and sk lls in the relc\'ant scientific disciplines and 
applied technologies. 

51. This is apart from the benefit~ to MITI through its visible public demonstration of its commitment to 
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pl'O\·ide a competitive edge to Japanese industty and promote national welfare. the enhancement of its 
power base in the struggle between ministries and ability to e:\1raet more funds from the Minisuy of 
Finaoce. 

58. The difficulties of organising national R&D projects lll'P. considerable and are discussed by Okimoto. 
1989. Ch. 2.op. cit. 

59. Interestingly. Okimoto ascnl>es as much importance to the seco~· effects of R&D proj~"'ts. name))· 
grwtcr technological diffusion. company· R&D commitme.- and intcmification of competitil·e pres
sures. as to the priffial) objccli\·e of am·ances in state-of-the-art technologies and fundamental 
breakthroughs. If the latter cannot always be demonstrated. this soould not be constwed as failure for 
the project. since seco~ effects may be considerable. 

A central issue is of course whether the costs outweigh the bcncfits and whether Japanese indus~·. if 
left to itself. would not eventually dC\·clop these ~amc technologies. and moreover. faster than 
competitors. HO\\C\·er. the seco~· and cumulati,·e effects of such projects could in themselves 
outweigh costs. Morco\'er. gi\'en the complexity. multidiscipliDal)· nature. costs and risks associated 
with frontier technological dC\·clopment and commcrciali1.ation in the 1990s. it is likely that joint R&D 
projects will increasing!)· play a central role in achic-.ing both the primary and sccondal)· objecti,·es 
within national economics. 

60. G. Tas~ (I 992). Technology Infrastructure and ( ·ompetitil·e l'osit10n. Kluwer Academic Pubhshers. 

61. As we point out throughout this study. standard testing and measurement methods have acquired a 
pirntal role in industrial compctiti\encss with the advent of ad\'anccd matenals. Sec the activities of 
V AMAS at the end of this chapter. 

61. A USA leadership in microelectronics is now under ,-e~· serious challenge from Japan. Although the 
USA still has ar. edge in ion implantation. thin film epita,·y. thin film deposition and etching. falling 
behind in lithography. materials purity and ceramic packaging. Japan has taken the lead in sc\·eral new 
semiconductors fabrication techniques. such as microwave plasma processing. radiauon sources for 
lithography. electron and ion microbcar.\S. laser assisted processini. compound semiconductors proc
essing. and 3-D device structures. Japm1esc companies arc now dominant in memo~· devices. the 
largest segment of the IC market. While in 1980 the USA accounted for SJ per cent of global 
semiconductor sales. 75 per cent of scmi..:onductors equipment sales and 70 per cent of computer 
system sales. Japanese companies pushed back these shares to -H per cent . .J 7 per cent and 60 per cent 
rcspecti\'cl~ today What is more. USA computer makers arc increasing!~ dependent on components 
and hardware supplied by 'crtically integrated Japanese competitors. By 1995 fa!)an could possibly 
supply O\Cr h.1lf the h.1rd\\arc !hat enters into the world's computer indust~. One consequence of this 
may be collasi\'c beha\'iour by Japanese suppliers C:\1racting monopoly prices from their customers. i.e. 
in semiconductors Another may be that Japanese companies will not supply. or delay the supply of. 
state-of-the-art components and technologies to their competitors in order to maintain their lead. as. for 
example. m semiconductor fabncation cqmpmcnt. according to a 1991 General Accounting Office 
study 

Jap.1n 1s also acquiring a leading role in product development. fabrication and commercialisation of 
optoclcctm·ucs. Japan already leads in semiconductor-based optoelectronic devices. such as laser and 
light-crni111 ·g diodes. photodiodcs. charge-coupled devices. solar cells and optical fibre. by cffcctl\'cly 
integrating R&D and manufacturing. In mo\'ing to\\ ards new applications of optoelectronic dc\'iccs in 
telccommunicalions and data processing. more ad\'anccd optoelectronic technologies arc required. 
including optoelectronic integrated circuits. h1 both the USA and Europe. finns and research institutes 
arc acti\'C in leading edge optoclcctroni;.s technology. but less so in their commercial application. On 
the other hand. Japanese finns and the government arc systematically coordinating research under the 
optoclcctmnics projects of MITI. and encouraging western firms and research institutes to participate 
1n the Si ... h Generation Computer Project. which. in the main. aims to develop optical computing 
technology. 
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In both micro- and opto-elecuonics. Japan is making a concerted effort at prc~mincnce in product. 
process and commercial applications and hence domination of a series of critical technologies depend
ent on those in the nc:\1 century. See US Panel on National Critical Technologies. 1991. O!J. cit. 

63. See also Business Wttk. .. Reim·en1ing America ... Special Bonus Issue 1'>92. JanuaI)· 1993. 

6.J. For example the USA icads in advanced composite research. production and use. with a strong position 
in high-performance applications. espcciall~ in aerospace and mili~· a\iation due to extensi,·e 
Defense and NASA R&D sponsorship in PMCs. with little attention to lo\\er end composites and 
commercialisation In contrast. Japanese firms mve acquired strong skills in composite design and 
manufacture in commercial applicalions. such as sporting goods. civil engineering. construction and 
other fields. Th:~· arc therefore well positioned to take ad\ antage of future growth of non-aerospace 
markets. What is more. through Toray Industries. Japan 1s the dominant supplier of carbon fibre. 
Another important dc,·clopment is the rise of European firms in P\1C deYclopment and manufacturing 
through the acquisition of oYer 20 USA-based PMC suppliers in recent years. including some of the 
leading names. Sec US National Critical Technologies Panel. l ')t} I. op. cit. and Ch. 6. 

65. Sec~- Imai. K. lllF\". McGraw-Hill. l 9R6. The Kai1:cn Institute. 

66. PriYatc communciations Sec also rhe Nikkei Weeki~. September 1993. 

6 7. For the role of \11TI in supporting high-technology sec the excellent stud~ by Daniel L Okimoto. 
lter.1 i:t•n .\ 1111 and the .\/arket.· Japane~e Industrial l'ohn·}ir I /igh TechnoloKY· Stanford u niYcrsity 
Press: Stanford. California. I 9R9. Patrick. H . .Japan\ /11gh Techno/nyy lndustnes. Uni\ crsity of 
Washington Pres!>. l 9M6. 

6R. Lakis C Kaoumdcs. ··Tue Restructuring of Industry l'J70s-19'JOs. From metals based to materials 
economics . ._ paper presented at IV EADI Conference. June 1990. Oslo. "So may 

69. lndicati\c of these dc,·cIQpmcnts is the recent transfomialion of the .l\mcncan Socie~ of Mc1als into 
the American Society of Materials.\\ hilc in J 'J'J1 thc Institute of Metals m London bcc:imc the Institute 
of Malcrials. 

70. Business Week. .. The Death of Mining ... Special Rcpon. l 9M-l-

71. LS Bureau of Mines. Commodity Profiles 1991. US National Research Council. Compctiti,·cncss of 
1he US Minerals and Metals lndusll}. Washington. l 1J•X1 

72. \"e11 . ldmnct'd .\faterials. P. Cohcndel M.J Ledoux. E Zusco' itch (eds ). A Report from the FAST 
Programme of the European Communities. Springer-Verlag. I •JMlt 

7 .1 C Oman. Ye11 /-im11.\ of!nn•stment in I Jen•fnpm>! < ·,,untm·s. OECD. Paris. 1 'JH'J 

7.t. Sec also L Kaounidcs ... ln1cmational Business Trends in Advanced Maicrials Technologies .. in IDS 
Bulletin. Apnl I 'J9 I. Uni\cr;ity of Sussex 

75. Sec L Kaounidcs. ··Advanced Materials in World Class Mar.1facturing: the next source of compcliti\'e 
ad\ anlagc in lhc aulomoti\'e industries ... paper presented at 261h lntcmat1onal s~ mposium on Automo
li\ e Technology and Automation (ISATA). Dedicated Confercoce on Lean Ma11ufac:turing in the 
A111omoth c lndus1ries. Aachen. Germany. 1.1-17 Scp1cmbcr I 991. Published in the Proceedings. 
September 1 •n l 

76. George Stalk Jr. and Thomas M. Hout. < 'ompettn>! . .J.~mnst Tune. I low Tt111l'-Hn.1ed < 'omp,.>t1t11m 11 

Rnhapmg~< ilohal .\/arkets. The Free Press. 1990. 

76. Empirical e\'idcnce of the success c;fthe tcchnolog)·-dri\'cn growth strategy restructuring towards high 
technology is pro\'idcd in the recent issue of Japan· s Economic Planning Agency. Economic Sur\'ey of 
Japan. I 990-91, August 1991. 

77. The fina:icial. economic and political crisis facing Japan in 1991 appears to be the worst in two decade~. 
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with manufacturing indusuy therefore embalking on long-tenn rcstructunng plans to cut costs. 
in::rease efficiellC)· and enhance competitii.·encss. Financial Times Sun·ey ... Japan ... 30 July 1993. 
Coocem has been expressed by industry and MITI that the recent~· obsef\·ed cunailmcnts in im·est
menl and R&D e:\-penditures may be compromising Japan ·s future competiti\"eocss. 

78. See. for example ... How Japan is Keeping the Tigers in a Cage ... Business Week. 11 May 1992. and 
··The Tighter Lid on Japanese Technology··. in Asia - The Next Era of Growth. Special Report. 
Business Week. ll No\'embcr 1991. 

79. It must be stressed that thc USA also faces an equal!~· serious dependence on Japanese electronic 
components and manufacturin~ technologies." hich is likely to \\Orsen in the coming decade. 

80. This trend is accelerating due to the rise of the Yen in 1993 and the domestic economic difficulties in 

Japan. 

81 . Dr. Kamal Hossain. Chai.-1nall V AMAS Steering Committee. National Physical Laboratory. UK. 
.. V AMAS: Cum:nt Status and Future Trends ... 1992. I am indebted to Dr. Hossain for his generous 
assistance and information prO\idcd. 

81. Dr. R.JE. Glenny. Mr. J.A. Blair. Professor R. Tanaka. .. VAMAS - An lndepcr.jent Rcpon ... 

VAMSC (91)3. March 1991. 
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in gaining access to investment resources, 
technology and know-how, marketing and 
managerial skills as well as in upgrading 
their domestic capabilities in these fields. 
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For further infonution please er atact the Managing Director, 
lnvestllent and Technology ~ra.otion Division, 

UNIDO, A-1400 Vienna, Austria 
Telephone; +43-1··21131-3730, Fax: +43-1-2095332 
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